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A b stra c t
The aim of this paper is to  compare the two topos-theoretic approaches 
to  quantum  mechanics th a t may be found in the literature to  date. The 
first approach, which we will call the contravariant approach, was pro­
posed by Isham  and Butterfield, and was later extended by Doering and 
Isham. The second approach, which we will call the covariant approach, 
was developed by Heunen, Landsm an and Spitters.
M otivated by coarse-graining and the Kochen-Specker theorem, the 
contravariant approach uses the topos of presheaves on a specific context 
category, defined as the poset of com m utative von N eum ann subalgebras 
of some given von N eum ann algebra. In particular the approach uses the 
spectral presheaf. The intuitionistic logic of this approach is presented by 
the (com plete) Heyting algebra of closed open subobjects of the spectral 
presheaf. We dem onstrate th a t in a natu ra l way, this Heyting algebra 
defines a locale, internal to  the given presheaf topos. This locale is not 
regular, which is connected to  undesirable properties of the H eyting nega­
tion. This in tu rn  is closely connected to  the incom patibility between the 
coarse-graining m otivation and the internal language of the presheaf topos 
seen as a Kripke model.
In the covariant approach approach a non-comm utative C*-algebra (in  
the topos S e t)  defines a com m utative C*-algebra internal to  the topos of 
covariant functors from the context category to  the category of sets. We 
give an explicit description of the internal Gelfand spectrum  of this com­
m utative C^-algebra,1 from which it follows th a t the external spectrum  is 
spatial.
1In th e  earlier paper [46], th e  Gelfand spectrum  is com puted in term s of form al topology. 
T his approach yields an  explicit identity  for th e  po in ts of th e  ex ternal description of th e  
spectrum . Using different m ethods we will find these sam e points in th is  paper.
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Using the daseinisation of self-adjoint operators from the contravari­
ant approach, we give a new definition of the daseinisation arrow in the 
covariant approach. On this basis we adapt the quasi-states of the con­
travariant approach to  the covariant approach, and finally, we compare the 
tru th  values obtained from these covariant quasistates to  the tru th  values 
obtained from probability valuations on the internal Gelfand spectrum.
1 Introduction
The goal of this paper is to compare two different but related recent applica­
tions of topos theory to quantum theory. Both approaches provide a bonafide 
intuitionistic logic for quantum mechanics, which forms an alternative to the or­
thodox quantum ‘logic’ of Birkhoff and von Neumann [7]. In these alternatives, 
the propositions about the system under investigation form a Heyting algebra, 
in contrast to the orthomodular lattice of projections in orthodox quantum logic. 
Much has already been said about the relation between the topos-theoretic ap­
proaches and orthodox quantum logic [23, 24, 26, 32]. In this paper, however, 
we are interested in the relationship between the logics of these two topos-based 
approaches.
Some familiarity with basic topos theory is required. A basic introduction 
can be found in Goldblatt [27]. A more extensive introduction is given by Mac 
Lane and Moerdijk [43], which covers more than enough material in order to 
understand the topos theory which is used in both topos approaches to quantum 
theory. Of course, everything and more can also be found in Johnstone [37]. 
Another useful reference is Borceux [9]. See [14, Appendix] for a crash course.
1.1 C ontravariant or C oarse-G raining A pproach
The oldest known application of topos theory to quantum mechanics is due to 
Adelman and Corbett [2], but it has not been following up, and will play no role 
in this paper. Of the two topos-theoretic approaches to quantum theory that 
are to be compared in this paper, the oldest approach originates with Isham 
[35] and Butterfield and Isham [10, 11, 12, 13]. For reasons that will become 
obvious shortly, we will call this the con travarian t approach, involving con­
trav a rian t quan tu m  logic. The coarse-graining approach  would also have 
been a suitable name, for coarse-graining is one of the guiding principles of the 
contravariant approach as we shall see shortly.
Subsequently, the formalism of the contravariant approach was extended 
by Doering and Isham to a topos approach to theories of physics in general 
[22, 23, 24, 25]. The review [26] will be our main reference for the contravariant 
approach. We will not be concerned, however, with the application of topos 
theory to physics in general, as quantum theory poses enough of a challenge 
already. Furthermore, the emphasis will be on the logic inherent in the con- 
travariant approach. A historical overview of the more general framework has 
been given by Isham [36].
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We will now sketch some of the important ideas in the contravariant ap­
proach. In this approach a quantum system is described by a von Neumann 
algebra A. We can typically think of A as the von Neumann algebra of bounded 
operators on some Hilbert space B(H), but the approach works for any von 
Neumann algebra.2 C ontex tuality , motivated by the Kochen-Specker theorem 
[42], is an important ingredient of the contravariant approach [10, 11, 12, 13]. In 
the contravariant approach a classical con tex t is represented by an Abelian von 
Neumann subalgebra of A. Such classical contexts form a poset V(A), where 
the partial order is given by inclusion. Next, one considers the category of con­
travariant functors [V(A)op, Set], from V(A) to Set. Working with this functor 
category allows one to work with all classical contexts at the same time, whilst 
keeping track of relations between the different contexts.
The category [V(A)op, Set] is an example of a topos.3 A topos is a highly 
structured category that has many different faces [37, Preface].
Another important concept in the contravariant approach is coarse-graining 
[26, Section 5]. Let C ', C € V(A) be contexts such that C ' C C . Considering 
a self-adjoint operator a € Csa and an open subset A C R, the proposition 
a € A is represented by a (spectral) projection operator p =  [a € A]. Because 
C is a von Neumann algebra, it follows that p € C . For the ‘coarser’ context 
C ' C C , it may very well be that p /  C '. In this context the projection p is 
replaced by an approximation using the available projection operators of C', 
namely ¿o(p)C' , the smallest projection operator q in C ', such that p < q. Note 
that we associate a weaker proposition (i.e. larger projection operator) to the 
coarser context C , compared to the context C. Although we may not be able 
to assign ‘true’ to the propostion p =  [a € A], it may be the case that we may 
assign the truth value ‘true’ to the weaker proposition ¿o(p)C' . If C" C C  C C 
is an even coarser context and ¿o(p)C' is assigned ‘true’, then ¿°(p)C" > ¿°(p)c' 
is also ‘true ’ .4 This means that the collection of C ' € V(A), C  C C such that 
¿o(p )c  is true is a sieve on C .5 This can be seen as another motivation for 
using the topos [V(A)op, Set]. The subobject classifier of this topos, denoted 
Í1, is crucial for the notion of truth in this topos. It is defined as follows; for a 
context C G V(A), the set 0.(0) is the set of sieves on C.
More generally, let p be any projection operator in A, and C any context. 
Then ¿o(p)C is defined to be the smallest projection operator q in C with the 
property p < q. If p € C , then clearly ¿o(p)C =  p. We will call ¿o(p)C the o u te r 
dasein isa tion  of p in C. Similarly, the in n er dasein isa tion  of p in context 
C , denoted by ¿®(a)C, approximates p in C by taking the largest projection 
operator q in C such that q < p.
Next, consider the so-called sp ec tra l p resheaf E : V(A)op —> Set. At
2 In w hat follows we only need th a t  th e  p rojections of th e  operato r a lgebra form  a com plete 
lattice, so we m ay generalize von N eum ann algebras to  AW *-algebras [6].
3 By topos we will always m ean a  G rothendieck topos. Every elem entary  topos encountered 
in th is  paper is a  G rothendieck topos. In particu lar, it has a  n a tu ra l num bers object.
4T his is not am biguous, as it does not m a tte r  if we tak e  p  €  C  and approxim ate  it in C " , 
or if we tak e  S° (p)c'  €  C ' and  approxim ate  it in C " . T he outcom e is th e  same.
5T his is a  collection t c  C V(A) such th a t  if C  € t c , th en  C'  C C  and if C"  C C'  €  t c , 
th en  C" € t c . Note th a t  a  sieve in V(A) is th e  sam e as an ideal of th is  poset.
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a context C G V(A), the set E(C) is defined as the Gelfand spectrum Ec of 
C , seen as a commutative C*-algebra. If C  C  C, this gives a restriction map 
E(C) —> E(C'), A i—y A|c'. For a projection p, outer daseinisation gives for 
every context C a closed open subset of the spectrum Ec, namely the support 
of the Gelfand transform of the projection operator 5°{jp)c ■ These closed open 
subsets combine to give a subobject of the spectral presheaf 6°(p) >—► E. These 
subobjects are special cases of closed open subobjects of the spectral presheaf: 
a subobject U_ >—► E is called a closed open  subob jec t if for every C G V(A) 
the set U_(C) is closed and open in Ec- The set of closed open subobjects of 
the spectral presheaf is denoted by CciE.
In the logic of the contravariant approach, the spectral presheaf E plays 
the role of a state space. In accordance with coarse-graining, the closed open 
subobjects of E represent propositions about the system. As shown in [26, 
Appendix 1], the set Oc;E may be given the structure of a Heyting algebra.
Let 1 be the terminal object of the topos [V(A)op, Set], given by the con­
stant functor 1(C) =  {*}. The arrows 1 —> E would be natural candidates 
for pure states in the contravariant quantum logic. However, in many cases, 
including A = B(T-L) with dim(Ti) > 2, the Kochen-Specker theorem prohibits 
the existence of such arrows. Instead of taking points, one therefore considers 
pseudo-states (see Subsection 4.1), which are subobjects of E.
We can combine a proposition S_ G GciE with a pseudostate such that 
it gives a truth value in [V(A)op, Set]: this is an arrow 1 —>• Q.. For every context 
C we obtain a sieve on C in accordance with the idea of coarse-graining. At 
context C the truth value is given by
c s ) c  = { C  g  V(A) |c'cc, m'^c') c s(c')} e 0(c). (l)
1.2 C ovariant or B ohrification  A pproach
The other active topos-theoretic approach to quantum mechanics will be called 
the covariant approach, leading to covariant quan tum  logic. Another 
suitable name would be the B ohrification approach. The covariant approach 
was initiated in Heunen, Landsman and Spitters [31], and further developed in 
[32]. A more detailed description can be found in [33], and an explicit discussion 
for finite dimensional systems is given in [14]. We now give a brief sketch of 
the covariant approach. The first steps appear to look like the contravariant 
approach, but soon the covariant approach takes a different direction.
The covariant approach makes use of algebraic quantum theory [30], insofar 
that the system under investigation is described by a C*-algebra A. A second 
ingredient is Bohr’s doctrine of classical concepts [8 ], or rather a particular 
mathematical interpretation of this doctrine. This doctrine states that we can 
only look at a quantum system from the point of view of a classical context. 
The classical contexts are represented by unital6 commutative C*-subalgebras of 
A.7 These classical contexts, partially ordered by inclusion, form a poset C(A).
6 T he un it is included for technical reasons.
7We dem and th a t  th e  un it of th e  context C  is equal to  th e  un it of A.
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Despite technical differences, the underlying idea of contextuality is essentially 
the same for the contravariant and the covariant approach.
As in the contravariant approach, the category of functors from the context 
category to Set enables one to use all classical contexts at the same time, whilst 
keeping track of inclusion relations between contexts. However, the covariant 
approach uses the topos [C(A), Set] of covariant functors C(A) ^  Set. We could 
equivalently see such functors as presheaves on the opposite category C(A)op.
Using covariant functors allows the following construction. Define a functor 
A : C(A) ->• Set by A(C) = C, and for C  C C take A {C )  ->• A(C) to be 
the inclusion C  ^  C . This ‘tautological functor’ is called the B ohrification 
of A. Every topos has an internal language ([43] Chapter VI) and much of 
mathematics can be interpreted in arbitrary topoi via this internal language. 
C*-algebras form no exception [3, 4, 5]. As a case in point, the Bohrification 
A  is a unital commutative C*-algebra in the internal language of the topos 
[C(A), Set], [31],
In the work of Banaschewski and Mulvey [3, 4, 5] a version of Gelfand duality 
is presented that holds in any topos, expressing a duality between the category of 
unital commutative C*-algebras and the category of compact completely regular 
locales.8 An explicit and fully constructive description of Gelfand duality is 
given in [15, 16].
Applying constructive Gelfand duality to the Bohrification A  we obtain its 
spectrum; this is a compact completely regular locale internal to [C(A), Set]. 
An internal locale L in [C(A), Set] may be described as a locale map L —> C(A) 
in Set for some locale L , which we will call the ex te rn a l descrip tion  of L 
[31, 37]. In the covariant approach, the state space of the quantum system A 
is the external description of Sa- The opens of this locale in Set, which are 
the points of its associated frame, are the propositions of covariant quantum 
logic. As a locale is a complete Heyting algebra, the state space therefore 
automatically has a Heyting algebra structure. Thus, like its contravariant 
counterpart, covariant quantum logic is intuitionistic (and hence distributive, 
unlike conventional quantum logic).
The states of the covariant approach are (internal) probability valuations 
on ZU, which are equivalent to quasi-states on A, [31]. States combine in a 
natural way with propositions, yielding truth values as points of Q. Here, Q is 
the subobject classifier of [C(A), Set]. If C £ C(A), then an element of Q(C) is a 
cosieve on C .9 A truth value is equivalent to a cosieve on C , for every context 
C , such that, if C C C , then n ( t C ) =  . Here t  C ' stands for the set of 
all contexts C" € C (A) such that C ' C C '. Clearly, the truth values in covariant 
quantum logic differ from the truth values in the contravariant approach which 
are motivated by coarse-graining.
8A lo c a le  can be th ough t of as a  pointfree description of a  topological space. In th is 
p ictu re  a  com pact com pletely regular locale corresponds to  a  com pact H ausdorff space, which 
is au tom atically  a  com pact com pletely regular space. For an in troduction  to  locales see [40, 
C h ap ter 2], [43, C h ap ter IX], and [47].
9 T his is a  collection t c  C C(A) such th a t  if C  €  t c , th en  C  C C , and if C"  D C  €  t c , 
th en  C" € t c .
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As pointed out before, a functor in [C(A), Set] is equivalent to a presheaf 
on C(A)op. If we see the presheaf semantics of the topos [C(A), Set] [43] as a 
Kripke model for intuitionistic logic, then the ‘information order’ of this Kripke 
model agrees with physical intuition in the following sense. If C  C C in C(A), 
then C  is lower in the ‘information order’ of the Kripke model than C , and 
from the physics point of view one can describe fewer physical observations 
from C , compared to C. Similarly, in contravariant quantum logic the presheaf 
semantics of [V(A)op, Set] can be seen as a Kripke model. However, here the 
‘information order’ is opposite to physical intuition.
1.3 D ifferences B etw een  th e  T w o A pproaches
Clearly, there are some differences between the two approaches. To name a few:
• The contravariant approach uses von Neumann algebras, whereas the co­
variant approach uses C*-algebras. This difference has to do with dasein- 
isation, which plays an important role in the contravariant approach but 
does not play a significant one in the covariant approach. Daseinisation 
makes heavy use of the additional structure that von Neumann algebras 
have to offer, notably the abundance of projections.
• The covariant approach makes extensive use of the internal language of 
the topos [C(A), Set]. In the contravariant approach the constructions 
may have an internal significance, but if so, this has not been developed 
so far.
• The contravariant approach uses coarse-graining, which does not appear 
in covariant quantum logic.
• The state spaces are constructed in a very different way. In the contravari- 
ant approach the state object is the spectral presheaf, which is obtained 
by assembling all the Gelfand spectra of the commutative subalgebras. In 
the covariant approach the state space is the external description of the lo­
cale obtained by taking the constructive Gelfand spectrum of the internal 
commutative C*-algebra obtained from all the commutative subalgebras. 
Are these objects, which live in different topoi, related in any way?
• States are defined in a completely different way.
We will study these differences and some others in the next sections.
Section 2 discusses the two different state spaces. To summarize, let E =  
E(A) be the disjoint union of all the Gelfand spectra EC, where C C A is a 
context. 10 The set E may be equipped with two different topologies. The first 
topology OE* is connected to the contravariant approach. We show that there 
is an injective morphism (of complete Heyting algebras) from ÜC¡E into ö E*.
10We ignore th e  difference in context categories betw een th e  approaches (i.e. betw een C*- 
algebras and von N eum ann algebras) for th e  moment.
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The second topology OS* is connected to the covariant approach. We show 
that its associated locale is the external description of the constructive Gelfand 
spectrum S a - This result is of interest independently of the comparison between 
the two approaches.
Section 3 investigates daseinisation and elementary propositions, i.e. propo­
sitions of the form a G A. In the covariant approach there is a daseinisation 
arrow and there are elementary propositions as well, but in the development so 
far these have not played a fundamental role. Nonetheless, by restricting from 
C*-algebras to von Neumann algebras we can use the daseinisation techniques of 
the contravariant approach in the covariant approach. This leads to an explicit 
description of the daseinisation arrow as well as of elementary propositions in 
the covariant approach, and at the end of the day, the two notions turn out to 
be closely related.
Section 4 deals with states and the assignment of truth values in both ap­
proaches. Using the covariant daseinisation developed in Section 3, we introduce 
a counterpart of the contravariant pseudo-states into the covariant approach and 
compare these with the original notion of states used in the covariant approach.
2 State Spaces
As we have seen, the quantum state spaces in the two approaches to topos 
quantum logic are constructed in different ways. In the contravariant approach 
the state space, or rather state object, is the spectral presheaf S. Recall that 
this is the presheaf that assigns to every classical context C (represented by 
an Abelian von Neumann subalgebra of the observable algebra A, associated 
to the system under investigation) its Gelfand spectrum. Let V(A) be the 
poset of classical contexts, with partial order given by inclusion, viewed as a 
category. In the contravariant approach we make use of the topos [V(A)op, Set] 
of contravariant functors from the context category V(A) to the category Set.
In the covariant approach the observable algebra is a unital C*-algebra A. 
A classical context C is a unital commutative C*-subalgebra of A. The context 
category C (A) is the poset of classical contexts partially ordered by inclusion, 
viewed as a category. The algebra A defines a functor A  : C(A) —> Set, which 
is a commutative C*-algebra in the internal language of the topos [C(A), Set] 
of functors C(A) —> Set. The corresponding quantum state space S a  is a 
compact regular locale, internal to [C(A), Set], which is obtained by applying a 
constructive version of Gelfand duality to A. Trivially, instead of looking at the 
topos of covariant functors C(A) ^  Set, we can equivalently look at the topos 
of presheaves (that is, contravariant functors) C(A)op ^  Set.
In this section we will see that even though the state objects of the two dif­
ferent approaches are constructed in different ways and live in different topoi, 
there are strong connections between the two. Before we can get started we 
need to deal with the difference in context categories. The contravariant ap­
proach uses abelian von Neumann subalgebras in defining the context category 
V(A), whereas the covariant approach uses unital commutative C*-subalgebras
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in defining the context category C (A). This difference will be important in Sec­
tion 3 when we discuss daseinisation. However, in the current section it plays 
no role at all. We can use either the category C(A) or the category V(A) in 
both the covariant and the contravariant approaches. Whenever we compare 
the state spaces of the approaches, we can safely ignore the differences that 
arise from the differences in context categories.
In Subsection 2.1 we focus on the contravariant approach. We will define a 
topological space S* and a continuous map n : S* ^  V(A). The frame OS* is 
closely connected to the contravariant approach, as follows: Theorem 2.2 shows 
that there is an injective morphism of complete Heyting algebras Oc;S —> OS*, 
where Oc¡S is the complete Heyting algebra of closed open subobjects of the 
spectral presheaf. The propositions in the contravariant approach are elements 
of Oc¡S. The map 7r : S* —> V(A) defines a locale S*, internal to [V(A)op, Set]. 
This locale is shown to be compact (Corollary 2.7), but in general it is not 
regular (Corollary 2.10). Proposition 2.3 demonstrates that Oc;S itself also 
defines a locale internal to [V (A)op, Set] in a natural way.
Subsection 2.2 deals with the covariant approach. We define a topological 
space S* and a continuous map n : S* ^  C(A), which are closely related to the 
space S* and map n : S* ^  V(A) of Subsection 2.1. Corollary 2.18 shows that 
the map n : S* —> C(A) is just the external description of the spectrum of A  in 
[C(A), Set]. At the end of this section there is a brief discussion of the Gelfand 
transform of the Bohrification A.
2.1 C ontravariant A pproach
We start by investigating the state object in the contravariant approach, i.e. 
the spectral presheaf S- Recall that in the covariant approach the state object 
S^  is a locale in the topos of covariant functors C(A) —>• Set. The main objec­
tive in this subsection is to investigate if S is, in a natural way, a locale (and 
consequently a Heyting algebra) internal to the topos of contravariant functors 
V(A)op ^  Set. For the covariant approach the propositions about the system 
are opens of the locale S A (i.e., the points of its associated frame). In the 
contravariant approach, on the other hand, the propositions of topos quantum 
logic are given by closed open subobjects of the spectral presheaf. If S can be 
seen as an internal locale, which we denote by S*, its associated internal frame 
should be closely connected to the Heyting algebra of closed open subobjects 
of the spectral presheaf. It is also interesting to check if S* is a compact com­
pletely regular locale. If so, we could recognize it internally as the spectrum of 
a commutative C*-algebra. Alas, by Corollary 2.10 this will not be the case.
2.1.1 S pectra l P re sh ea f as an  In te rn a l Locale
Let A be a von Neumann algebra and let V (A) be the poset category corre­
sponding to the poset of all Abelian von Neumann subalgebras of A, partially
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ordered by inclusion. 11 The spectral presheaf E : V(A)op —> Set is given by
E(C) =  Ec , Pcd '■= H{îd c ) '■ S c  —> E c, A h* A|d , (2)
with C,D G V(A) and ijjc '■ D —> C  is the inclusion of D into C. Here Ec 
denotes the Gelfand spectrum of C G V(A).12 Recall that a subobject U_ —,> E 
is called a closed open subobject if for every C G V(A) the set U_(C) Ç Ec is 
both open and closed in Ec-
Equip the set V(A) with a topology by declaring all downwards closed sets 
to be open13 (these are all sets U Ç V(A) such that if C G U and D Ç C, then 
D G IJ). This topology has the principal downsets \ .C  = {D G V(A) \ D Ç C} 
as a basis. Using the correspondence
Ë ( | C) = E(C), (3)
it is easy to check that a presheaf E on V(A) (seen as a poset category) is 
equivalent to a sheaf E on V(A) (seen as a space), equipped with the downset 
topology. Recall that a sheaf on a topological space X  is equivalent to an étale 
space over X  [43, Chapter II]. An étale space is a continuous map f  : Y  X  
that is a local homeomorphism in the following sense: for any y  G Y  there 
is a neighborhood V  of y  in Y  such that f ( V )  is open in X  and ƒ  \y : V  —>■ 
f ( V )  is a homeomorphism. Given the spectral presheaf E, seen as a sheaf E, 
we can construct the corresponding étale space E. We thus obtain the local 
homeomorphism
E =  {(C, A) | C e V(A), A G E c } =  J J  Ec, (4)
ceV(A)
7t : E —» V(A), (C, A) h* C, (5)
where E has the topology generated by the basis
W =  {Wc,a | C G V{A), A G Ec }, W c ,x = {(D,X\d ) \ D C C } .  (6 )
It is shown in [37, Section C l.6 ] that for a locale X  in Set the slice category 
L oc/X  is equivalent the the category Loc(Sh(X)) of locales internal to Sh(X). 
Here L oc/X  denotes the category that has locale maps ƒ : Y  — X, for arbitrary 
locales Y  in Set, as objects. Let ƒ and g be such maps. An arrow h : f  ^  g is 
given by a commuting triangle of locale maps.
11 In th e  con travarian t approach one usually leaves ou t th e  triv ia l context C • 1. We refrain 
from doing so a t  th e  m om ent b u t come back to  it a  little  later.
12T he Gelfand spectrum  "Ec is th e  set of characters on C,  given th e  relative weak* topology.
13T his is th e  ’anti-A lexandrov’ topology on V(A).  We could have considered tak ing  th e  
A lexandrov topology, which is used in th e  covariant approach. However, th is  topology does 
not get us any closer to  T he A lexandrov topology consists of all upw ards closed sets.
We will use th is  topology a t a  la te r stage.
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Given a locale map ƒ : Y  - > I , a  locale 1( f )  internal to Sh(X) is constructed as 
follows. First note that a locale map ƒ : Y  —>• X  induces a geometric morphism 
ƒ : Sh(y) —> Sh(X). Let Qy  be the subobject classifier of Sh(y). This object 
is an internal locale of Sh(y). The direct image ƒ* of the geometric morphism 
ƒ is cartesian and preserves internal complete posets. Hence 1 ( f )  = f*(£ly) is 
an internal locale of Sh(X).
Applying this to the case at hand, a locale internal to Sh(V(A)) is equivalent 
to a locale map L —> V(A), where L is a locale in Set. We can now recognize 
the continuous map n : E —> V(A) in (4) as a locale internal to Sh(V(A)). The 
spectral presheaf E thus yields a locale in [V(A)op, Set], with associated frame
CE(C) = C E ( | C) = C E ||c  =  OE n B c ^ c , (7)
where B C\t,c =  {(A  'M I D C  C, A G E D}.
Does this locale have any points? A point of the internal locale E is equiva­
lent to a continuous cross-section of n [31]. This is a locale map
4 > :V (A )^  E, 4>(C) = ( C j (C ) ) ,  (8 )
where, of course, <f>(C) G Ec- As this map is continuous, we obtain
4»-1 : OE ^  OV(A), Wc,a {£> G V(A) \ 4>(D) = X(D)}. (9)
As 4‘~1(Wc,\) is open, it is downward closed. This implies that if <f>(C) = A and 
D C C ,  then <f>(D) = A|j> This shows that a point of the locale E corresponds 
to a global point of the spectral presheaf E. So whenever the Kochen-Specker 
theorem tells us that the spectral presheaf has no global sections (which depends 
on A), this is equivalent to E having no internal points as a locale. This is a 
reformulation of a similar result by Butterfield and Isham [11, 12].
2.1.2 T he Locales E* and  OciE
In the previous subsection we discussed a procedure that yields a locale in 
Sh(V(A)) from any contravariant functor V(A)op —> Set. The reader may have 
noticed that the internal locale associated to the spectral presheaf is just the 
exponential P E  =  £2—, On the other hand, the propositions in the contravariant 
approach are represented by closed open subobjects of the spectral presheaf. 
The propositions therefore correspond to certain points of the locale PE. In 
principle, we would like to change the topology on E to a coarser topology 
in such a way that the opens of E correspond to the closed open subobjects, 
instead of having an open for every subobject of E. We will do something slightly 
different however, by taking a topology where the opens of E correspond to open 
subobjects of the spectral presheaf. As a basis for this topology, take
B = {Bc> I C  G V(A), u G 0 E C}, B c ,u = {(D,X\d ) \ D < C,X G u}. (10)
We need to check that this defines a basis for a topology on E. If (C, X) G E, 
then (C, X) G B c,t,c ■ Now suppose that
(C,  X)  G B c ltu n  B o 2,v, c  Q  C i ,  C2. (11)
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It is demonstrated in [26, Appendix 1] that the restriction maps of the spectral 
presheaf puc  (with D C  C) are open. Hence pcci(u)  and pcc2(v ) are open 
neighborhoods of A in Sc- Take w = pccx (w)npcc2 (v )> then (C, A) G Bc,w and 
Bc,ui C B Cl,u, B c 2,v  This demonstrates that B is indeed a basis for a topology.
D efinition 2.1. Let OS* be the topology generated by the basis B. For any 
C G V(A) and U C S , define the set Uc '■= U fl Sc- Then U G OS* iff:
1. VC G V(A), Uc G O Sc .
2. I f  A G Uc and D G C  then A|j  ^ g Ud -
We use the shorthand notation S* for the topological space (S, OS*).
Consider the projection map from (5) once again, but this time with S 
equipped with the topology of Definition 2.1. We write this as n : S* —> V(A). 
The projection map n is no longer a local homeomorphism, but it is easily 
checked to be continuous. This follows from 7r— 1 (4- C) = B c,t,c - As before, 7r 
defines a locale in [V(A)op, Set]. Its associated frame is given by
OS* (C) = O S ,(I  C) = O Bc,zc , (12)
where O B c,t,c denotes the relative topology on B c,t,c ^*- Just like before, 
depending on A, the Kochen-Specker theorem may prevent the locale S* from 
having points. This can be shown in the same way as earlier. A point of S* 
gives a continuous cross-section
4 > ,V {A ) ^  S*, 4>(C) = ( C j (C ) ) .  (13)
Continuity of the cross-section entails that given any open neighborhood U of 
4>(C) in S c, and any D G I  C, there exists a A G U, such that A|c =  <f>(D). 
Suppose that <j>(D) ^  (¡>(C)\d - Then P p c d ^ i D ) } 0) is an open neighborhood of 
4>(C) in Sc- Yet it contains no element that restricted to D yields <f>(D). By 
contradiction with the continuity of </>, we find that <f>(D) = 4>(C)\o- So once 
again, also with this new topology, a point of the locale S* amounts to a global 
point of the spectral presheaf.
We will now compare the natural Heyting algebra structure of OS* with 
that of Oc;S. The Heyting algebra structure of Oc;S, is defined as follows [26]. 
Let R,S_G Odi!. Then
(R A S)(C) = R(C) n S(C), (14)
(RV  S)(C) =R{C) US(C),  (15)
The Heyting arrow, and consequently the negation of Oc;S, is given by
(R => S)(C) =  int I p |  {A G S c  | if A|D G R(D)  then X\D G S(D)}  I ; (16)
\D<C /
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h S ) ( C )  = int ^  p |  {A G S c I A|D G S(D)C}J • (17)
Define the map
ƒ : Oc, E ->• OS* I { S ) =  ] J  S{C). (18)
ceV(A)
It is easy to check that this map is well-defined and is an injective Heyting 
algebra morphism. When we consider an n-level system A = M„(C), then for 
any C G V(A) we have that U C  S c is open iff it is closed and open. In that 
case Oc;S =  OS* as Heyting algebras.
The Heyting algebra Oc;S is in fact a complete Heyting algebra and I  pre­
serves arbitrary joins (because it is an open map), making I  into a morphism 
of complete Heyting algebras.
T heorem  2.2. The projection map 7r : S* —> V(A) is continuous and defines 
a locale S* in [V(A)op, Set], There exists an injective morphism of complete 
Heyting algebras I  : Ocil2 —y OS*.
A morphism of complete Heyting algebras is in particular a morphism of 
frames. Let S c; be the locale (in Set) corresponding to the frame Oc;S- The 
injective frame map I  defines a surjection of locales S* -» S c;. The projection n 
factors through this locale map, giving the commutative triangles in Loc resp. 
F r il l.
s*------ S c, os* ^ — <ocl s
V{A) OV(A)
To prove that we have such commuting triangles, let U G OV(A) be any down­
wards closed set. Define S_jj : V(A)op —> Set by C7 i—> S c  if C  G U and C  0 
if C U. It is easy to check that S jj G Oc;S and that 7r_1([/) =  I(S_u). We 
find the following proposition.
P ro position  2.3. Let Sc; be the locale associated to the frame OciJ] in Set. 
Then the map irc; : S c; —> V(A), defined by 7rc^ 1 (U) =  S_U; is a locale map and 
thus defines a locale S c; internal to [V(A)op, Set], The map I  : Oc;S —> OS* 
defines an internal surjection of locales S* -» Scl.
Despite the fact that Oc;S is more closely related to ttci : S ci —> V(A) than 
to it : S* —y V(A), in what follows we will only use the map n and the space S*. 
The reason is that S* is closely related to the state space of the Bohrification 
approach.
Next, we show that internal locale S* is compact.
D efinition 2.4. Let L be a locale. Then L is compact if  for any S  C  L such 
that XL = V S, there is a finite F  C  S' such that 1 l = \J F. Here 1 l denotes 
the top element of L. Equivalently, one can say that L is compact if for every 
ideal I  of L such that \J I  = 1l , we have 1 j  G l.
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The following definition and lemma help to show that E* is compact. A 
proof of the lemma can be found in [38].
D efinition 2.5. A continuous map of spaces f  : Y  X  is called perfect if  
the following two conditions are satisfied.
2. f  is closed: if C is closed in Y , then f (C)  is closed in X .
L em m a 2.6. Let f  : Y  X  be continuous. If  f  is perfect, then the internal 
locale 1 ( f )  = /*(^sh(F)) Sh(X) is compact.
C orollary  2.7. The locale E* in [V(A)op, Set] is compact.
Proof. If we can show that 7r : E* —> V(A) is a closed map that has compact 
fibres, then E* is a compact locale. The fact that n has compact fibres is evident. 
Let X  be a closed subset of E*. Then X  = Plie/ Xd,u i  where X Ci,Ui = B£, 
for some C* G V(A) and Ui £ CEc*. If C ^ n(X)  then for every A G Ec we 
have (C, A) G X c. Take any D C  C and A' G E T h e r e  is a A £  E^ such that 
A|_d =  A'. As (C, A) £ X c there is some j  £ I  such that (C, A) £ B Cj,Uj- By 
definition (D, A') £ B q . u -- It follows that for every D C  C and any A '£ ED 
we have (D, A') ^ X . We find that ir(X)c is downward closed, hence open. This 
proves that n is closed. □
D efinition 2.8. Let L be a locale and x ,y  £ L. Then x is well inside y, 
denoted by x  ^  y, if there exists a z £ L such that z A x = Ol and z V y = 1^. 
A locale L is called regular if  every x  £ L satisfies
Regularity of the internal locale E* can conveniently be checked from its 
external description tt, as shown by the following lemma [39].
L em m a 2.9. Let f  : Y  —ï X  be continuous. Then f*(&sh(Y)) regular iff 
the following condition holds: for any open IJ £ O Y  and y £ U there is a 
neiqborhood N  of f ly) in X , and there exist opens V .W  £ O Y  such that y £ V , 
V C W  = I and f - ^ N )  C I J U W .
C orollary  2.10. Let A be a von Neumann algebra such that V(A) ^  {C -1}. 
Then the locale E* in [V(A)op, Set] is not regular.
Proof. By the previous lemma, E* is regular iff for any U £ CE* and any 
(C, A) £ U there exist opens V,  W  £ CE* such that (C, A) G V ,  V  n W  = 0 and 
B c,t,c Q U U W . By assumption there exists a context C such that Ec has 
at least two elements. This follows from the Gelfand-Mazur Theorem, which 
implies that if Ec is a singleton, then C =  C. Take any two distinct Ai, A2 G Ec- 
We have (C, X\) £ l J  := £>c,ec \{a2}- ^  is regular there are V, W  £ CE* such 
that (C, Ai) G V ,  (C, A2) G W  and V  CiW = 0. In particular, for every D Ç C 
we find that Ai|^ A2 |d - F°r D = C ■ 1 this condition is not satisfied, so that 
the compact locale E* is not regular. □
1. f  has compact fibres: if  x £ X  then f  1 (x) is compact in Y .
(19)
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Hence the space E* with the topology OY,* is not regular, but at least it 
does satisfy the Tb-axiom. 14
The nonregularity of the locale E* can also be seen logically, and has im­
portant consequences for the logic carried by 0 C;E. Let U £ OE* be an open 
defined by a proposition S_ £ OciYj_ as I(S)  = U. The proposition ->S_ corre­
sponds to the open ->U , which is the interior of the complement of U. We find 
that A £ (~'U)c iff for all D C C  we have A|^ ^ Up. HU ^  0, then Uc-i = Ec-i- 
If A £ Ec then A|c l £ Uc• It follows that -¡U = 0. Thus the negation of any 
proposition S_ that is not the empty subobject, is _L. This leads to a new proof of 
Corollary 2.10. If E* is regular, then (in the internal language of [V(A)op, Set]) 
for any U_ £ 0'S* we have
U = \ J { V £  OS* | V  = V, V C U } .  (20)
The only V  £ OS* such that ~^ ^V_ = V  are the top and bottom element of the 
frame. Again we conclude that E* is nonregular, but we also see that the double 
negation of any element S  £ OciS  is either the bottom element (if S  = ±), or 
the top element (if 5 ^ 1 ) .
In the contravariant approach the trivial context C • 1 is omitted from V(A), 
and the previous discussion shows an advantage of this choice. The Heyting 
negation of OciE will not be trivial anymore, but the situation improves only 
slightly. Take, for example an n-level system A = M n(C), with n > 3, and 
for the context category take V(A)X, i.e. the category V(A) where C • 1 is left 
out. Pick C £ V(A) such that Ec has at least 3 elements. In the contravariant 
approach one is often interested in propositions of the form [aeA], as will be 
discussed in the next section. Their definition does not matter at the moment, 
but what does matter is that it follows from their definition that [aeA](C) ^  0. 
Pick a Ai £ [aeA](Cr) and another A2 £ Ec- We assumed that there is a third 
distinct element A3 £ Ec- This A3 corresponds to a projection operator p.15 
Let D = {p}" be the context generated by the projection p. In D we have 
Ai|d =  A21zj. We conclude that -i[aeA](Cr) =  0 for an n-level system with 
n  > 3, and any context C such that C  is not an atom in V(A)X in the sense 
that Ep has at least 3 elements. This is clearly undesirable.
In order to further investigate the behavior of the negation operation we look 
at the interplay between the internal language of the topos [V(A)op,Set] and 
the Heyting algebra structure of Oci E. A discussion of the internal language of 
topoi, Kripke-Joyal semantics and in particular presheaf semantics can be found 
in [43, Chapter VI] and [9, Chapter 6 ]. A proposition S_ is a subobject S_ >—► E 
of the spectral presheaf, or equivalently, an arrow 1 —> PE . In the internal 
language of the topos [V(A)op, Set] the proposition S_ defines a term 16 of type 
PE. From this we obtain the formula x £ S_ in the internal language, where x 
is a variable of type E. From the interpretation of the internal language and
14 For n -level system s it can be shown th a t  th e  space S* is even sober.
1BFor an n-level system  th e  characters Ai in S c  correspond to  m utually  orthogonal p ro jec­
tion  operators pi  such th a t  "Y^iPi =  1 an d Ai ( p j ) =  d7/ w ith d7/ th e  Kronecker delta.
16 M ore specifically, it defines a  constant.
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presheaf semantics it then follows that A G {x | i  6  S}(C) C Sc ,  iff C lb A G 5, 
iff A G S_(C). It also follows from presheaf semantics that C lb ->(A £ S_) iff 
for every D C C we have D F  A|jj £ S_. We find that A £ {x \ -¡{x £ S)I(C’) 
iff A £ (-iS_)(C). Hence the negation operation in the internal language of 
the topos coincides with the negation in OciS. The same holds for the other 
logical connectives as well. For example, we find C lb (A £ S) A (A £ T) iff 
A £ (S A T_)(C). These simple observations show that we can use the internal 
language of [V(A)op, Set] in order to think about the logical connectives in the 
contravariant approach.
It is tempting to interpret the presheaf semantics of [V(A)op, Set] as a Kripke 
model for intuitionistic logic. 17 However, this leads to obstacles similar to the 
ones discussed above. The contexts C £ V(A) represent different stages of 
knowledge about the system under investigation. Let 4> be a sentence in the 
language of the topos, i.e. a formula without free variables. An important 
example of a sentence is C S_, where S_ is a proposition and is a
pseudostate (see Section 4). In such a model the sentence -«/> is valid in a context 
C , i.e. C  II— <(f>, if for every context D that provides more information about the 
system we have D F  </>. Comparing this to presheaf semantics, a context D gives 
more information about the system under investigation than C if D C C. This 
is, of course, the exact opposite of the idea of coarse-graining, according to which 
C  provides a more detailed description of the system than D. This discussion is 
heuristic, as we explained neither what ‘information’ is nor what the notion of 
‘validity’ means physically. Still, it may help understand the Heyting negation 
of OciS a bit better. If we have C  II— «f> for a sentence </>, then this can only 
be the case if for every coarse-grained context (i.e. every context that provides 
‘more information’ about the system from the Kripke model perspective) one 
has D F  </>, which is a very strong demand. The coarsest contexts, in particular 
the trivial context if it is included, determine the validity of ->4> to a very large 
extent. This makes it hard to give a physical interpretation of the connectives 
=> and -i of OS*. We tentatively conclude that thephysical meaning of the 
logic of the contravariant approach differs quite dramatically from the standard 
Kripke-Joyal semantics of the underlying topos. This is not problematic in itself, 
as the contravariant approach can appeal to coarse-graining as a motivation for 
the topos-theoric constructions. But when using constructions that are natural 
from an internal perspective of [V(A)op, Set], such as the Heyting arrow of Oci S , 
we need to worry about the compatibility of the coarse-graining motivation and 
the presheaf semantics of [V(A)op, Set].
2.2 T he Spectrum  o f th e  B ohrification  o f A
Next we turn our attention to the state object in the covariant approach, i.e. 
the locale S A defined as the internal Gelfand spectrum of A. The bulk of this 
section will be devoted to a new description (Corollary 2.18) of the spectrum 
which makes it easier to compare with E*. This description is also helpful
17T he reader who is unfam iliar w ith Kripke m odels can find a nice in troduction  in [18].
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when considering daseinisation in the covariant approach. We start with a short 
discussion of constructive Gelfand duality and its application to covariant topos 
quantum logic. The relevant references are the pioneering work of Banaschewski 
and Mulvey on Gelfand duality in topoi [3, 4, 5], the more explicit and fully 
constructive description of the Gelfand isomorphism by Coquand [15] and Co- 
quand and Spitters [16], and finally the work [31, 32] on covariant quantum logic 
by Heunen, Landsman and Spitters.
Lem m a 2.11. Let C be a commutative C*-algebra, and
C+ = {a G Csa I a > 0} =  {a G C \ 3b G C, a =  6*6}. (21)
Now define the following relation on C+ : a ^  6 whenever there is an n G N 
such that a < nb. Define the equivalence relation a «  6 whenever a ^  6 and
6 ^  a. This defines a distributive lattice L c ■ Let D^ denote the image [a+] in 
Lc, where a G Csa with decomposition in positive elements a = a+ — a~.
The following proposition connects the lattice Lc  to the spectrum Sc- The 
details can be found in [31, Appendix A. 1].
P ro position  2.12. The frame RIdl(Lc) of regular ideals of the distributive 
lattice Lc, is isomorphic to OYic ■
The internal Gelfand spectrum for a C*-algebra A  is calculated as follows. 
First define the poset C(A) of all unital commutative C*-subalgebras of A, where 
the order is given by inclusion. Next consider the topos \C(A), Set] of covariant 
functors C(A) —>• Set. In particular, consider the functor
A : C(A) ^  Set, A(C) = C, A( i d c ) = i Dc , (22)
where ijjc is the inclusion D Ç C. The object A, called the Bohrification of 
A, is a commutative C*-algebra internal to [C(A),Set]. As shown in [31], the 
internal spectrum can be described in various ways. We will use the following 
description, which can be found in [31, Theorem 29]:
T heorem  2.13. Let LA : C(A) —>■ Set be the functor
L.a (C) = Lc, L a (íCe ) : Lc  ~> L E, D% H* . (23)
Given any C  G C ( i ) ,  the set OYjA[C) consists of all subfunctors U_ G Sub(LA\^c) 
that satisfy the following property: for every C  D C we have D^ G U_(C) if 
and only if for every q G Q + there exists a finite set Uq Ç  U_(C) such that
D £ q < \ j u 0.
In this theorem, the functor LA\-\c : ( t  C) —>• Set denotes the restriction of 
L a to t  C = { C  G C(A) I C Ç C'}.
Let C(A) denote the set of contexts with the Alexandrov topology (in which 
the open sets are exactly the upwards closed sets). Thus V  G OC(A) if C  G V
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whenever C G V  and C C  C'. Defining a covariant functor £  : C(A) —>• Set is 
equivalent to giving a sheaf F : OC(A)op —> Set through the correspondence
F{J[C) = F{C). (24)
Just as in the previous subsection, a locale in Sh(C(A)) is equivalent to a locale 
map L —> C(A) in Set. The locale is externally described by the frame map
7r 1 : OC(A) —)■ O S A(C ■ 1), ('J' C ) i—> L_a\ \ c - (25)
Next, we prove some lemmas that will help in the investigation of S A.
Lem m a 2.14. For C £ C(A) and a G Csa let =  {A G S c | A(a) > 0}. If  
for a,b G Csa, D^ = D ^  in Lc,  then X^ = X^ in Sc- In other words, the 
map
X G : L c  —» OUc , D ca ^ X ° .  (26)
is well defined.
Proof. Let A G X^ . As D% = D^ , there exists an n G N such that a+ < nb+ 
in C+. If A (a) > 0, this can only hold if A(5) > 0. Consequently A G X ^ . The 
converse is analogous. □
L em m a 2.15. Let D ^  G Lc  and U  C  Lc  satisfy the condition: for every 
q G Q+ there exists a finite set Uq C  U  such that D^_q < \ J U q .  We will denote 
this as D ^  < c  U. Then the following equality holds in Sc-'
* a° = U  (2?)
D?<lc{DC}
Proof. As < c  {Da'}i we immediately have X^  C (Jd°<ic{dc} X f . Assume 
that A G Xjf,  where D£  < c  {Da}- By definition of < c , for every q G Q+ 
we have D^_ < D%. By definition of Lc, there exists an n G N such that 
na+ — (b — q)+ > 0. By assumption, A(5) > 0. Pick any q G Q+ such that 
A(5 — q) > 0. As na+ — (b — q)+ > 0, and A(5 — q) > 0 it follows that A (a) > 0. 
This shows that U,dc <ic{,dc} ^-b — ^-a ; completing the proof. 18 □
Now we return to the set S =  {((7, A) | C  G C(A), A G Sc} of the previous 
subsection. This time we equip it with a different topology.
D efinition 2.16. The space S* is the set S with the topology OS*; where 
IJ G O S *  iff the following two conditions are satisfied:
1. VC G C(A), Uc  G O S c;
18U nder th e  identification O E c  =  R ld l(L c ) , Lem m a 2.15 boils down to  th e  claim  th a t  th e  
m ap X c  of Lem m a 2.14 is equal to  th e  canonical m ap [31, (67),(78)]:
f : L c R Id l(L c ) ^  T ( L c ,<c ) ,  O aC ^  £>?)•
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2. I f  X £ Uc ,C  C  C' and A' £ Tic such that \ ' \ q = X, then X' £ Uc>-
We leave it to the reader to verify that this defines a topology. The next the­
orem and corollary show that, up to isomorphism, £* is the external description 
of the spectrum
T heorem  2.17. Let Y±A be the spectrum of A. l e t  OS* be as in Definition 
2.16, and U_ as in Theorem 2.13. Then the map
* : 0 E A(C - 1 ) - > 0 E .,  *{U)C = U  (28)
D°eu(c)
is well defined and defines an isomorphism of frames.
C orollary  2.18. The projection map
7r :S * ^ C ( A ) ,  (C, A) H* C, (29)
is continuous and defines a locale S* internal to [C(A), Set], Up to isomorphism, 
this locale is the internal spectrum of A. The frame associated to this locale is 
given by
OY,  : C ^  OY.,\f c = { u  £ OY., \ U C ] J  EC'}, (30)
c 'e (tc )
with obvious transition maps 012^(0) —> 0 ^ ( 0 ' )  for C  C  C'. Hence E* is 
ismorphic to YA as a locale.
Before we get started with the proof of Theorem 2.17, we first need one more 
lemma.
Lem m a 2.19. l e t  C be a commutative C*-algebra; and take a,b £ C+. If  
X ?  = X bc then D c;  <c {D ° }.
Proof. Let A ^ X% and q £ Q+. Then A(6) =  A (a) =  A ((a — </)+) = 0. 
Take any open neighboorhood U\ of A in S c  such that for all A' £ U\ we 
have A '((a — </)+) =  0. Thus on U\ we have (a — q)+ < b. Next, define F = 
f l j ^ c  U\)c. This is a closed set in the compact space Ecs hence it is compact 
too. For every A £ F  we have A(5) > 0. Because F  is compact, the Gelfand 
transform b takes on its minimum value on F. Define ó =  min{A(5) | A £ F}, 
then ó > 0. Also, define a  =  max{A((a — </) + ) | A £ F}. Choose any n £ N such 
that n > a/d. Then
Vaef (a — </)+ (A) < a < nS < nS(A). (31)
In fact, we found that for all A £ Ec we have (a —</)+(A) < nb(X). Consequently 
D^_q < D^ , proving the lemma. □
Now we can prove Theorem 2.17.
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Proof. The first thing to check is that ’1' is well-defined. Because of Lemma 2.14, 
we only need to check that i'(IZ) is open in E*. First of all, note that ^(U_)c G 
OYjc- Next, assume that A G ^(U_)c- Take any C  D C  and A' G p^c }c (\). As 
A G ^(U_)c, there is a D % G U(C) such that A (a) > 0. By definition U_ is a 
subobject of LA, so that G U_(C). Furthermore A'(a) =  A'|c(a) =  A (a) > 0, 
hence A' G ^(U_)c'- This completes the proof that ^(U_) is open in E*.
Next, we prove that ’1' is injective. Assume that for (7 ,7  G 0 ^ A(C • 1) we 
have = ^(VQ- Pick any G U_(C). If A G E c is such that A (a) > 0, then 
A G ^{U_)c = ^ (iQ c- This in turn implies that there is a D^x G Y_(C) such 
that A(b\) > 0. For every A G X £  there is a b\ G C+ such that D^x G Y_(C) 
and A G X ^ . The opens X^x cover X % in Ec- Take any q G Q+ . Then the 
closure of X^a_q^ + is a closed subset of X^ . As Ec is compact, there is a finite 
subcover {X^ } ™ = 1  of (the closure of) X^a_q^ +. Using a, 6* G C+, it is clear that
X £  n X {a-q)+ = x £ a(<,-,)+• Tt is easily checked that £>£A(a_ ,)+ < D °  and 
subsequently that
^ A ( a - , )+ <c { D ° } Q V { C ) ,  (32)
which in turn implies that D ^ ^ a_q^ + G YJfi)  f°r aU * G {1, ...,n}.
Next, suppose that Dx , Dy G V_{C) for certain x, y G C+. Then
Vq G Q+ D?xVy)_q < DgJy = D cx y  . (33)
We conclude that DxVy < c  {Dx , Dy }, which implies DxVy G V_(C). Define 
d = V"=i h  A (a — </)+, then by the previous argument Dd G V_(C). Thus far 
we found that if D^ G IL(C), then for every q G Q+ there is a d G C+ such that 
x d = X (a-q)+ and D cd G V(C). By Lemma 2.19, Dfa_q)+ < c  {Dcd } C V{C). 
For every q G Q+ we found that D^a_q-)+ G Y_(C). By the definition of < c  
it follows that D^ G V(C). This proves that for every C  G C(A) we have 
U(C) C V(C). The reverse inclusion can be found in exactly the same way, 
proving injectivity of \fr.
Next we prove that ’1' is surjective. Pick any U G OE*. Define
U : C ^ { D °  e L c \ X a C U c }. (34)
It follows from the definition that ^(U.) Q U. If A G Uc, then there exists an 
X ^  such that A G X f  C  Uc- This is because the X^ make up a basis for 
OEc and Uc is open in Ec- In this way we find that for all C G C(A) we 
have Uc Q ^ ( U_)c■ We need to check that U_ as defined in (34) is an element 
of OEA(C -1). First we check that U_ is a subobject of LA. Assume that 
D% G U(C). By definition X % C Uc- Thus if A G E c  implies A (a) > 0, 
then A G Uc- Now suppose that C  D C, A' G E c '  and A '(a) > 0. Then 
A 'lc (a )  > 0, hence A '|c  G Uc- By definition of 0 E * ,  we have A' G Uc>- We 
found X y '  C  Uc>, implying D ^ '  G U_{C). In short, if G U_(C) and C' D C, 
then D ^  G U.(C), proving that U_ is a subobject of L A.
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It remains to show that
D ca < c m C ) ^ D %  GU(C).  (35)
Assume that D^ < c  LL(C)- In other words, for every q G Q+, there exist 
D ^ ,  G U(C) such that D^_q < , with b = Vr=i^*- For every i G
{1 , n},  one has C Uc, implying that X^ = |J"=i X b- — Uc- By definition 
of U_ we find D£  G LL(C). The assumption translates to
Vg G Q+ 3D ° z U ( C )  DC_q < D ° .  (36)
If D^'_q < D^', then there exists an n  G N such that (a — q)+ < nb+. This can 
only hold if X^a_q^  C X ^ . Hence
x°a_q) c  X 6C C Uc => Vq G Q + , x?a_q) C Uc (37)
Let A G X ^ ,  s o  that A (a) > 0. There exists a q G Q+ such that A ((a — </)+) > 0. 
By definition of X^a_q^ +, A G X^a_q^ + C  Uc- In short, C  Uc and D^ G 
U_(C). This settles surjectivity of \fr.
Next we prove that ’1' preserves all finite meets. The empty meet case is 
easy. The empty meet in OT<A(C • 1 ) is L A. This is mapped by \I> to Ec, which 
is the empty meet of OY*c- Now consider binary meets. The meet operation of
• 1) is inherited from Sub(LA). Let U_, V  G OY±A(C -1). Then
(LL a  Y_)(C) = U(C) n  V(C); (38)
*(U  A V)c  = {A G Ec | 3D°  G U(C) n  V(C),  s.t. A(a) > 0}; (39)
(*O O n*(X ))c  =  { A g S c | 3 D ca G U(C), 3 D °  G V(C),  A (a), A(6) > 0}. (40)
So clearly ’1' (U_ AV) C f  (U_) n ^(V ). Take any A g  f(C /)c n f © c . Then 
there exists a D% G U(C) and a D£ G V_(C) such that A (a) > 0 and X(b) > 0. 
Define c G C+ by c =  a A b. Then D G LL(C), jA(C’) and A(c) > 0 showing that 
A G ^ (C /A Q c . This completes the proof that ’1' preserves finite meets.
The last thing we need to prove is that ’1' preserves all joins. Take a family 
of objects {Uijiei  in 012A(C -1). Then
( v ^ j  = { D C: ^ L C \ ^ c l J U i i C ) } ;  (41)
\ i e i  J  i ei
U{A G Ec | 3 D c;  G IMC)  s.t. A (a) > 0} (42)
i ei
{A G Ec I 3* G I  3 D% G Ui{C) S.t. A (a) > 0} (43) 
{A G Ec | 3 D c;  G ( J  U C )  s.t. A (a) > 0}. (44)
i ei
Kiel
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Combining this with the observation
VceC(A) [ j U m c  (C), (45)
we find
(46)
Now suppose that A G i e I U_i)c- Then there exists a G ( \ / i e I L L i ) ( C )  
such that A (a) > 0. Pick any q' £ Q+ small enough such that A ((a — q’)+) > 0. 
In short A G X ^ _ q,y The fact that D% G (\Ji e ILLi)(C) then means that
where b = \J^= i bi. As before, it follows that X ^ _ q^  C  . Consider the 
special case q = q’. We know that A G X^a_q,^  C  X^ = U r= i^ £ - There is 
some j  G {1,..., n} such that A G X^[ and D£  G |J i e ILU(C). Hence
A G {A' G I G U  LLi(C) s.t. A'(x) > 0} =  . (48)
In [46] Spitters computes the external description of the internal spectrum 
E*, but in terms of formal topology (i.e. sites) [1 ], and by a different technique, 
namely by using iterated forcing.
From now on we will identify the spectrum with the internal locale . 
By Corollary 2.18 it is harmless to do so.
C orollary  2.20. The locale associated to the frame OS* is spatial.
Despite the fact that the internal spectrum may have no global points 
because of the Kochen-Specker Theorem, its external description has enough 
points to be spatial. In the next section we will see that E* need not be sober, 
because the locale associated to the frame O E* may have points that do not 
correspond to elements of the space E*.
C orollary  2.21. The internal locale E^ is compact and completely regular.
Proof. We already knew this for general commutative unital C*-algebras in a 
topos from constructive Gelfand duality, which establishes a duality between 
unital commutative C*-algebras and compact regular locales [3, 4, 5]. However, 
Corollary 2.18 presents a way to check compactness and complete regularity 
directly. Indeed, Lemma 2.6 and Lemma 2.9 applied to the projection 7r : E* —>• 
C(A) prove the corollary. □
(47)
This completes the proof that preserves joins. □
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Consider the spectrum S* =  S*(A) for an n-level system A = M„(C). For 
every C € C(A) the Gelfand spectrum O SC is isomorphic to P (C ) as a frame, 
where P (C ) is the set of projection operators in C, partially ordered as p < q 
if pCn C qCn. Let C C C' in C(A). Take € O SC corresponding to the 
projection operator PC € C and UC' € O SC' corresponding to the projection 
operator PC' € C '. We have p-1C (Uc ) C UC' if and only if PC' > P C. This 
demonstrates that for an n-level system there is a bijection
OS* =  {S : C(A) ^  P(A) | S (C ) € P (C ), C C C ' ^  S(C) < S(C')}. (49)
This description in terms of maps S  is exactly the externalization of OS* for 
an n-level system given in [14]. It is a straightforward exercise to verify that 
the Heyting algebra structure given in [14] coincides with the Heyting algebra 
structure of OS*.
2.3 Sobriety  o f th e  Q uantum  S ta te  Spaces
In this subsection we investigate the sobriety of the spaces S* and S*. Let S * 
and S * denote the locales associated to the frames OS* and OS* (in order to 
distinguish them from the spaces S* and S*, respectively). As pointed out near 
the end of the previous subsection, the external description of the spectrum 
S a  has been computed in [46] in terms of formal topology. In particular, the 
points of the external description S ^ C  - 1 ), called ‘consistent ideals of partial 
measurement outcomes’ there, are given explicitly. The points of the locale S *, 
presented in this subsection (Lemma 2.24), found using the space S*, agree with 
these ‘consistent ideals’. This must be so, for it follows from Corollary 2.18 that 
S* =  S^iC- • 1) as locales.
We start with a small recap of the previous two subsections. In Subsection
2.1 we discussed the locale S* internal to [V(A)op, Set]. This locale is compact, 
not regular, and may have no global points because of the Kochen-Specker 
Theorem. It is connected to the contravariant approach as follows. By Theorem 
2.2, there exists an injective morphism of complete Heyting algebras from the 
complete Heyting algebra of propositions Oc;S to the externalization OS* of 
the internal frame OS* (seen as a complete Heyting algebra). The externalized 
locale S* is spatial, but in general it is neither compact nor regular. Recall that 
its frame is given as follows:
D efinition 2.22. Let S =  {(C, A) | C € V(A), A € S C}. Then U € OS* iff
1. VC € V(A) Uc € O Sc .
2. I f  A € Uc and C ' C C , then A|c' € Uc ' .
In Subsection 2.2 we discussed the locale S* internal to the topos [C(A), Set]. 
This locale is compact, regular, and may have no points because of the Kochen- 
Specker Theorem either. We showed that the the externalization of the (inter­
nal) Gelfand spectrum of the Bohrified C*-algebra A is isomorphic to OS*, the 
externalization of OS*. This is an isomorphism of frames. The external locale
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E* is spatial and compact, 19 but may in general not be regular. We recall its 
frame for convenience:
D efinition 2.23. Let E =  {(C, A) | C £ V(A),A £ Sc}. Then U £ 0E* iff
1 . v c  £C(A) Uc e O E c .
2. I f  X £ Uc and C  C C', then X' £ Uc> whenever X'\c £ Uc-
After this recap we start with the investigation of the sobriety of the spaces 
E* and E*. We start with the space E* of the covariant approach. A point of 
E* by definition corresponds to a frame map p : OE* —> 2. If we define U to 
be the union of all V  £ OEt such that p(V) = 0, then U £ OE* is the largest 
open set mapped to 0 by p. This can be translated to the following condition. If 
there are U\, U2 £ OE* such that U = U\ n U2 , then either U\ = U  or U2 = U. 
Switching to complements, one can equivalently look at irreducible closed sets. 
These are sets F  that are closed with respect to OE* such that if there exist 
closed sets F\ and F2 with the property F = F\ U F2 , then either F = F\ or 
F = F2.
L em m a 2.24. l e t  F be closed in E*. Then F is irreducible if and only if  the 
following two conditions are satisfied:
1. VC £ C(A): if Fc ^  0 , then Fc is a singleton.
2. VC\,C2 £ C(A): if  Fc1 and Fc2 are both nonempty, then there exists a 
Cs £ C(A) such that C\, C2 C C3 and Fc3 is nonempty.
Proof. By definition of 0E*, a set F  is closed iff the following two conditions 
are satisfied. First, for every C £ C(A) the set Fc is closed in Ec- Second, if 
X £ Fc  and D C C, then A|^ £ Fjj-
Conversely, assume that there is a C £ C(A) such that Fc has more than 
one element. The set Fc  is reducible in Ec, so there are closed f \ c ,  A c  C Fc 
with the property F ic  U F2C =  Fc- Define the sets Fi, i = 1,2 as follows. 
For any C'  D C take ( i i )c ' =  Pc^c(Lic) n Fc-  For all other C' £ C(A) take 
(Fi)c > = Fc' ■ It is easily verified that the sets Fi are closed in E*, that Fi C F, 
and that F\ U F2 = F. The first condition of the proposition is a necessary 
condition for irreducibility.
Assume that there are contexts C\ , C2 £ C (A) such that f c i  and i c 2 are 
nonempty and that for every C  £ C(A) with the property Ci, C2 C C  we have 
Fc' = 0 - In that case, define Fi with i £ {1,2}, as follows. If C  D Ci then 
(Fi)c' = 0 - For all other C  £ C(A) take ( i i )c ' =  Fc'- Again this produces 
closed sets F\ , F2 C F  such that F = F\ U F2 . The second condition in the 
propostion is also shown to be necessary.
Assume that F  satisfies both conditions of the proposition. Let F = F\ U F2 
and F F2 . Then there is a A € Fc such that A £ (A )c  and A ^ (^ 2 )0 - Pick
19Let be a  cover of £* . T hen th ere  exists a  j  £ I  such th a t  (C • 1, *) €  Uj. Because
Uj is open Uj =  £*. T he set {Uj} triv ia lly  gives a  finite subcover.
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any A' G Fc> ■ By assumption, there is a context C" G C such that A" G Fc>> 
and C , C  C C " . Evidently A =  A"|c and A' =  \ " \ c • As A ^ (^ 2 ) 0  and F2 is 
closed, we find A" ^ (^2 )0 "- As F = F\ U F2 , one has A" G (f i ) c " • Using that 
F\ is closed, we find that A' G (F\)c>■ Thus F  C F\, proving irreducibility. □
T heorem  2.25. Let C(A) satisfy the following ascending chain property.
Every chain of contexts
Ci C C2 C C3 C ..., (50)
stabilizes, in the sense that there exists an n G N such that for all m  > n 
we have Cm + 1 =  Cm. Then the space E*(A) is sober. In particular, if A is 
finite-dimensional, then E*(A) is sober.
Proof. Take any totally ordered subset of Qb = {C G C(A)\Fc ^  0 }, where the 
order is given by inclusion. Then the ascending chain condition ensures that 
there is an upper bound. An application of Zorn’s Lemma tells us that Qb has 
a maximal element. By Lemma 2.24, this maximal element must be unique. If 
C is this maximal element and Fc  =  {A}, then we recognize F  as the closure 
of (C, A). For C*-algebras where the ascending chain condition applies, such as 
n-level systems, and assuming the axiom of choice, the points of the locale E* 
correspond to the points of the topological space E*. □
Next we consider the points of the locale E*.
Lem m a 2.26. l e t  F be an irreducible closed subset of E*. Suppose there is a 
context C G V(A) such that for all D C C we have Fo = 0 , while Fc ^  0 . Then 
there is a unique A G Ec such that F is the closure of (C, A).
Proof. By definition of OYi*, a set F  is closed iff the following two conditions 
are satisfied. First, for every C G V(A) the set Fc is closed in Ec- Second, if 
A G Fc, C  C C  and A' G Pq}c (X) then A' G Fc-
Define F\ as follows: for every C  different from C we take ( f i ) c ' =  F c  ■ 
At the context C  we take ( f \ ) c  =  0 - It is easily checked that F\ C F  and that 
F\ is closed. Define F2 as follows: if C  D C  then (^ 2)0 ' =  P c ^ c ^ 0 )- ^or 
other C' G V(A), define (^ 2 )0 ' =  0 . The set F2 is closed and F = F\ U F2 . By 
irreducibility of F  it follows that F = F2 .
Suppose that Fc has more than one element. In that case Fc is reducible in 
Ec and we find two proper closed subsets F\c, F2 C C F  such that F\c  U F2 C = 
Fc- Define the sets F(, for i = 1,2, as follows. If C  D C then (F[)c> = 
Pc^c(Fic)- For all other C' G V(A) take (F()c' = 0- Again, F( C F, the F( 
are closed, and F = F[ U F^. As F  is irreducible, Fc must be a singleton. If 
Fc = {A} then F  is clearly the closure of (C, A). □
P ro p o sitio n  2.27. IetC(A) satify the following descending chain property.
Every chain of contexts
... C C 3 C C 2 C C\, (51)
stabilizes in the sense that there exists an n G N such that for all m  > n we 
have Cm+i = Cm. Then the space E*(A) is sober. In particular, if  A is finite­
dimensional, then E*(A) is sober.
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Proof. Take any totally ordered subset of Qi = {C G V(A)\Fc ^  0}, where the 
order is now given by reversed inclusion. Then the descending chain condition 
ensures that there is an upper bound. An application of Zorn’s Lemma tells us 
that Qi  has a maximal element, which is a minimal context C such that Fc ^  0. 
It follows from Lemma 2.26 that this minimal context must be unique. For C*- 
algebras where the descending chain condition applies, such as n-level systems, 
and assuming the axiom of choice, the points of the locale E* correspond to the 
points of the topological space E*. □
2.4 G e lfan d  T ran sfo rm
In this subsection we will only consider the covariant approach, as internal 
Gelfand duality seems irrelevant in the contravariant approach because the lo­
cale E* is not regular and hence cannot arise as the Gelfand spectrum of any 
commutative C*-algebra in [V(A)op, Set]. The goal of this subsection is the 
explicit computation of the externalized Gelfand transform of A  (Given by (63)- 
(64)).
By constructive Gelfand duality the internal commutative C*-algebra A  with 
internal spectrum E^ is isomorphic to the internal commutative C*-algebra of 
continuous maps £Z(E*,<C) (which is the object of frame maps OC —> 0E*). 
Here C denotes the internal locale of complex numbers, given explicitly by the 
external description : C(A) x C ->  C(A), [14]. Let A sa be the self-adjoint part 
of A, defined by the functor A sa(C) = Csa. Then A sa is naturally isomorphic to 
the object (?($]„,, R), where R is the internal locale of real numbers. The object 
(7(E*,R) is the object of internal frame maps FrmfOR, 0 E J .  For C G C(A) we 
have
Pnn(0R, 0 ^ ) ( C )  = NatFrm(0 R |t c , O S , |t c). (52)
The external description of 0 R ||c  is the frame map
1 : 0 (f C) ->■0 ( t C x  R), (53)
which is the inverse image of the continuous map 7tr  : (f C) x R —> ( t  C), the 
projection on the first coordinate. Here ( t C) has the Alexandrov topology and 
(f C) x R carries the product topology. In [14, Section 5] the right hand side of 
(52) is shown to be equal to
F rm '(0 (tC 7 x R ),0 E * |t c ), (54)
which by definition is the set of frame maps
^ : 0 ( t C x R ) - > 0 E » | t c , (55)
satisfying the property that for every C  D C ,
</)c ( t  C" x R) =  E*|t c ' =  H
c " e f c '
(56)
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Under the identification of (52) with (54), the Gelfand transformation becomes 
the natural isomorphism
Q - A sa A F r m ,( 0 ( t - x R ) , 0 E , | t _), (57)
defined by
ac 1 := Gc(a) : 0 { \  C x i ) - ) '  0E* |t c , (58)
a ^ ( t  C' x (p, q)) = {(C", A") I C" Gt c ' ,  A "(a) G (p, </)} (59)
= I I  (a(c,,))_1(p,9), (60)
c"efc '
where a G Csa, and a(c  ) denotes the (classical) Gelfand transform of a, seen 
as element of C" D C . This frame map is the inverse image of the continuous 
map
a c i ^ l t c ^ t f C x I ) ,  (C>,X>) ^  (C,X'(a)).  (61)
Note that continuous maps ƒ : —> ( t  C x R) such that o ƒ =  7r corre­
spond bijectively to continuous maps ƒ : £* ||c  —> R- The Gelfand isomorphism 
Q thus induces the natural isomorphism
G - A sa A c ( E * | t _,R),  (62)
Qc{a) = ac  :  ^ ac{C ' , A') =  A '(a). (63)
This may look surprising at first glance, but in fact a continuous map ƒ : 
—> R is determined by f \ s c - This is because continuity implies that 
f ( C ,  A') =  f (C,X\c) ,  giving a bijection C'(EcsK) — C'(S*|'fc ®)- Next, note 
that by (61), ac \sc, = a^° \  If we are using (classical) Gelfand duality to 
identify C ~  C (S c,R ) and subsequently identify C (S c,R ) — (^(E* I'fc ®), 
we recover (63). We conclude that the internal Gelfand transformation of A sa, 
looked upon externally, combines the Gelfand transformations of all the contexts 
into a single presheaf. This was already pointed out in [34].
3 Elem entary P ropositions and D aseinisation
In this section we investigate elementary propositions and daseinisation in both 
the contravariant and the covariant approaches. Daseinisation plays an impor­
tant role in the contravariant approach in at least two ways. Firstly, it is used 
to define elementary propositions. These are propositions of the form [a G A] 
with a G A sa and A G OR. Secondly, daseinisation in a more advanced form is 
used to define an arrow 5(a) : E —> R'°‘, for every a G A sa, where R ^  is called 
the value ob jec t of the topos [V(A)op, Set].
In the covariant approach there is a daseinisation arrow, too. For each 
a G A sa this is an arrow 5(a) : E* —> M , where M  is the interval domain internal 
to the topos [C(A),Set]. This daseinisation arrow is an internal locale map.
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The original covariant daseinisation arrow of [31] did not use the daseinisation 
techniques of the contravariant approach, but it can be greatly simplified by a 
minor modification that does (see Subsection 3.2). Subsequently, any A G OR 
defines a point A : 1 —> 0IR . Combining this with the daseinisation arrow 
5(a) p r o d u c e s  the covariant version of elementary propositions [a G A] : 1 —>
0E*.
In Subsection 3.1 we look at daseinisation of self-adjoint operators as origi­
nally defined in the contravariant approach. The elementary propositions of the 
contravariant approach are also introduced. In Subsection 3.2 we look at the 
covariant daseinisation arrow. After defining this arrow, we adapt it in order 
to apply the daseinisation techniques of Subsection 3.1 to the covariant setting. 
This leads to an explicit combination of the daseinisation arrow and elemen­
tary propositions. In Subsection 3.3 we study the contravariant daseinisation 
arrow 5(a) : E —> R'°‘, and in particular compare it with the adapted version of 
the covariant daseinisation arrow. Finally, Subsection 3.4 discusses the relation 
between the so-called antonymous and observable functions, and the covariant 
daseinisation arrow.
3.1 C o n tra v a r ia n t A p p ro a ch
We start with elementary propositions and daseinisation of selfadjoint operators 
in the contravariant approach. An extensive discussion of daseinisation can be 
found in the paper [21] by Doering. We start with the outer daseinisation of 
projection operators, as we need these to define elementary propositions. In 
order to motivate outer daseinisation, let a G A sa and A G OR. In quantum 
logic a la von Neumann, the elementary proposition “a G A” is represented by 
a projection operator p =  x a ( o ) ,  where x a  i s  defined by functional calculus 
(or, equivalently by the Spectral Theorem for Borel functions). A proposition 
in the contravariant approach is a closed open subobject of the spectral presheaf 
S_ >—► E. Therefore, for every context C G V(A) we want to associate a closed 
open subset S_(C) of the spectrum Ec in such a way that these choices combine 
to give a presheaf. If p G C, then the natural choice would be
S(C) =  {A G Ec | A(p) =  1 }, (64)
but what about the other contexts? Let C G V(A) be any context. Following 
[26] we approximate the projection operator p using the projection operators 
available in C  as follows:
S°(P)C = / \ { q G V ( C )  \ q > p } ,  (65)
where V(C)  is the lattice of projections in C. Hence 5°(p)c is the smallest 
projection operator C  that is larger than p. Note that if p G C, then 5°(p)c = p. 
Also note that 5°(p)c must be an element of C , since the projections in a von
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Neumann algebra form a complete lattice [41].20 Next, define
S°(p)(C) =  {A G Ec | A(S°(p)c) = 1}. (6 6 )
This is a closed open subset of S c , because the Gelfand transform of 5°{jp)c is a 
continuous function on Ec- Noting that for C C C' we have 5°{jp)c > S°(p)c', 
it is easy to check that S°(p) defines a closed open subobject of the spectral 
presheaf. The elementary proposition [a G A] >—► E is defined as
[a € A ] (C ) := S° ( X A ( a ) ) ( C )  =  {A G Ec | X( S° ( X A ( a ) ) c )  =  1}, (67)
where x a ( o )  denotes the spectral projection operator associated to “a  G A” . 
Note that because for C  C C  we have 5°{jp)c > S°(p)c', the definition of 
elementary propositions fits very well with coarse-graining.
In addition to the daseinisation of projection operators given in (65), which 
we will call o u te r daseinisation, we will also consider inner daseinisation. 
Inner daseinisation approximates a projection operator p by taking, in each 
context, the largest projection operator in C that is smaller than p. In other 
words:
(68)
Note that if p G C we have 5l (p)c = p and that if C  C  C', 5l(p)c < 5l(p)c> • 
Inner daseinisation does not yield propositions in the same way as outer dasein­
isation, but it remains an important construction. For example, it is needed 
for the definition of the outer daseinisation of self-adjoint operators and it is 
important in defining the daseinisation arrow 5(a) : E —> R'°‘, which will be 
discussed in Subsection 3.3.
Next, we turn our attention to daseinisation of self-adjoint operators. By the 
spectral theorem [41], every self-adjoint element a G A  has a spectral resolution 
{e^}AeR, where =  X(-oo,a] (a)- The daseinisation of a self-adjoint operator 
proceeds by daseinisation of its spectral resolution, as we will see in a moment.
Thus far, we only made use of the order relation < on self-adjoint operators, 
where a < b means that b — a is a positive operator. In what follows, we will 
in addition use a different partial order on A sa, which was first considered in 
[45]. Let a, b G A sa with spectral resolutions {e^} and {e^,}. Then a is below 
b in the spectral order, denoted a <s b, if for every A G R we have > ebx .21 
The spectral order is coarser than the linear order in the sense that a <s b 
implies a <b, while the converse need not hold in general. However, let p be a 
projection operator in A. Then the spectral resolution of p is given by
( 0 if A G (—oo, 0); 
e{ = \  1 - p  if A G [0,1);
[ 1 if A G [1, oo).
20 If th e  context C  is a  com m utative un ita l C*-algebra, th en  it could very well be  th a t  
fi°(p)c £ C, b u t for abelian  von N eum ann algebras or th e  larger class of com m utative AW*- 
algebras th e  daseinisation operation  works.
21 Equivalently a <s b iff an < bn [45, T heorem  3],
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From this it follows that if p and q are projections in A, then p <s q iff p < q. 
Also, if a, b £ A sa such that [a, b] = 0, then similarly a <s b iff a < b. So in 
every context C £ V(A) the spectral order < s reduces to the usual order <. 
The proof of this last claim and more information on the spectral order can be 
found in [28].
D efinition 3.1. Let a £ A sa. Define the outer and inner daseinisations of a 
at context C £ V(A) by
5°(a)c = / \ { b £ C s a \ b > s a}; (69)
Sl (a)c = \ /  { b £ C s a \ b < s a}. (70)
The daseinisation of self-adjoint operators proceeds through the daseinisa- 
tion of spectral resolutions. Let A i—> e\  be the spectral resolution of a self- 
adjoint bounded operator a. Then
A  s° ( ^ h ,  (71)
A ^ 5 i {ex)c, (72)
are also spectral resolutions of self-adjoint bounded operators [26, 28].
L em m a 3.2. Let a £ A sa. Then the spectral resolutions of the outer and inner 
daseinisations of a at context C are
5°{a)c  = J XdiPieDc)  (73)
<f (a)c = f \ d ( / \  5°(e“)c) (74)
J n>x
Note that the outer daseinisation of a uses the inner daseinisation of the 
spectral resolution A h> ej, and vice versa. It also follows from the definition 
that for any D ,C  £ V(A) with D C  C we have
5i (a)D <s 5i (a)c  < s a < s 5°(a )c  < s S°(a )D . (75)
If a £ C, then a = Si (a)c = S°(a)c■ Let p be a projection operator. Then 
the outer daseinisation of p as a self-adjoint operator, as in Definition 3.1, co­
incides with the outer daseinisation of p as a projection, as in (65). For inner 
daseinisation we have a similar situation.
The reader might wonder why the spectral order < s is used, instead of the 
natural order <. For example, why not define an inner daseinisation
5 i ( a ) c  = \ J  {b £ Csa | b < a}. (76)
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This supremum 6i(a)c exists and is an element of C , because the spectral order 
and the order < coincide on C. However, 6i(a)c < a may not hold as is shown 
in the following example using A = M 2 (C). Define
«=(; d . ^ - o 1 ! ) • “ = ( - 1/ 4 -
For any y_ =  (wi, ^2 )* £ C2 it is easily seen that
(v, (a -  bi)v) > (|wi| -  \v2 \ f  > 0, (77)
(v, (a -  b2)v) > (l/4|wi| -  4|w2 | ) 2 > 0. (78)
We find 6 1 , 62 < a. But 61 V 62 ^  a, which follows from
6lV62 = ( _1o/4 0 ) ’ - =(T)’
(w, (a — 61 V b2 )w) = —3/4. (79)
It is because of the spectral order that the daseinisation of an operator can be 
compared with the operator itself, as in (75).
A logical next step would be to discuss how daseinisation of self-adjoint op­
erators can be used to define the daseinisation arrow 5(a) : E —> R'°’. However, 
we postpone this discussion until Subsection 3.3.
3.2 C o v a r ian t A p p ro a ch
In this subsection we investigate the covariant version of the daseinisation map. 
The daseinisation arrow of the covariant approach was first introduced in [31], 
where all the details of its construction can be found. We present a slightly 
different definition of the daseinisation arrow, regarded as an improvement or 
at least as a simplification. Subsequently we recall the original definition [31] 
and compare it with this new definition.
Before we can define the daseinisation arrow, a discussion of Scott’s interval 
domain is in order. As a set, the interval domain IR consists of all compact [a, b] 
with a, b £ R, a < b. This includes the singletons [a, a] =  {a}. The elements 
of IR are ordered by reverse inclusion.22 The interval domain is equipped with 
the so-called Scott topology. A set U C IR is Scott closed if it satisfies the 
following two conditions. Firstly, it is downward closed in the sense that if 
[a, b] G U and [a, b] C [a7, b'] then [a7, b'] G U. Secondly, it is closed under 
suprema of directed subsets. The collection
( P , q )  ■= { [ r , s ] \ p  < r  <  s  < q } ,  p , q G %  p  <  q, (80)
22 We m ight th in k  of elem ents of IR as approxim ations of real num bers (th is idea goes 
back to  L .E .J. Brouwer). A sm aller set provides m ore inform ation ab o u t th e  real num ber it 
approxim ates th a n  a  larger interval. T he sm aller interval is higher in th e  inform ation order.
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defines a basis for the Scott topology OUR. We will also need the interval domain 
HR. internal to [C(A),Set]. This is an internal locale, whose associated frame 
OTR has external description
7r f 1 : G(C(A)) ->• <D(C(A) x IR), (81)
which is the inverse image of the continuous projection
7Ti : C(A) x HR —» C(A), (C ,[a ,b})^C.  (82)
Next, we would like to use the daseinisation of self-adjoint operators intro­
duced in Subsection 3.1, but we are immediately faced with a problem: these 
constructions do not work for arbitrary C*-algebras. For the remainder of this 
subsection, also in the covariant approach we will therefore use the context 
category V(A) of abelian von Neumann subalgebras,23 and work in the topos 
[V(A), Set] of covariant functors.
Without further ado we define the covariant daseinisation map.
D efinition 3.3. The covariant daseinisation m ap  is the function
<S:As a ->-C(E*,IR), 5(a)- . (C ,X)^[X(5 i (a)c),X(50(a)c )}. (83)
P ro p o sitio n  3.4. For each a G A sa, the map 6(a) : E* —> IR is continuous 
and defines a map of locales 5(a) : E* —> IR internal to [V(-A), Set] by
5(a)-1 (t  C' X (p,q)) = 5(a)-1 (p,q) (84)
where E*|fc' =  Llcv'efC' •
Proof. In order to prove continuity, note that
(5(a)- \p ,  q))c =  {X G Ec | X(5i (a)c ) > p} n {A G Ec | A(5°(a)c ) < q} (85)
=  X &i{a)c-P 0  X q-5°(a)c =  X  {a)c -p)A(q-6° (a )c ) • (8 6 )
from which it easily follows that 5(a)-1(p, q) is open in E*. The map 5(a) defines 
an internal locale map 5(a), with external description given by the commutative 
triangle of continuous maps
E *-------3- V(A) x IR (C, X) I----- 3- (C, 5(a)(C, A))
□
We may use the daseinisation map 5 : A sa —> C'(E*,IR) to define elementary 
propositions.
23O r com m utative AW *-algebras if th e  reader wishes.
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D efinition 3.5. Let a G A sa and (p, q) G OR. Then the covariant elem en­
tary proposition  [a G (p, </)] £ OS* is defined by
[a G (p, q)} = 5(a)-1 (p,q) (87)
=  U  {A € | [A((f (a)c), A(J°(a)c )] G (p,q)}- (8 8 )
ceV(A)
Each elementary proposition [a G (p, q)] defines an open of the spectrum of A  
by
[a G (p, g)\ : 1 ->■ OS*, [a € (p, g)]c (*) =  ] J  [a£(p,q)\c>- (89)
c ' e f c
Note that (p,q) appears as an element of OR in the left-hand side of (87), 
and as an element of OIR in (8 8 ). The (p,q) G OR denotes an interval in R, 
while (p, q) G OIR denotes a set of compact intervals, as in (80). If we define
(p, q) : 1 -)■ O K , (p, g)c (*) = t  C x (p,q), (90)
then
[a € (p,q)] = 5(a)-1 o (p,q) : 1-)■ OS*. (91)
Compare the covariant elementary proposition (91) with the contravariant 
elementary propostions which, under the identification of Oc;S as a subframe 
of OS*, are given by
[fl6 (p,«)]= I I  {A G S c | K ^ ° ( X ( P,q)(a ) ) c )  = 1 }- (92)
ceV(A)
This clearly differs from the covariant version. In the contravariant approach, 
which is motivated by coarse-graining, the spectral projection associated to 
“a G (p, </)” is approximated, whereas in the covariant approach the operator 
a itself is approximated. The covariant approach uses both inner and outer 
daseinisation, whereas the contravariant approach only uses outer daseinisation.
The main advantage of the covariant approach is the intimate relation be­
tween the daseinisation arrow 5(a) : S* —> M  and the elementary propositions 
[a G (p, </)], which has exactly the same formal structure as in classical physics.
In the next subsection we will see that for the contravariant approach things 
are a bit more complicated.
Next, we compare the covariant daseinisation arrow with the Gelfand trans­
form Q of Subsection 2.4. Let i : R —> IR, x  i—> [x, x], be the inclusion map, and 
let <5(a)||c(a) denote the restriction of 5(a) : S* —> IR to S*|-^c(a), where C(a) is 
the context generated by a. Then we have the following commutative triangle
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Hence on the open £*|fc(a) £ OS* the daseinisation of a coincides with the 
Gelfand transform of a.
Next, we show how the new covariant daseinisation arrow of Definition 3.3 
is related to the original covariant daseinisation arrow of [31]. The covariant 
daseinisation map of [31] is a function 6 : A sa —> C(S A, ER), which for every 
a G A sa, gives a locale map 5(a) : —> IDR internal to [C(A), Set]. The inverse 
image of this daseinisation map, i.e. (5(a) - 1  : PER —> OTLA, is given by the 
frame maps
¿(a ) - 1  : 0 ( f  C  x IE) -► O Z A(C), (93)
\ — 1 /1 i 0 if C ' ^ C '
6(a)c  ( t C  x  (p,q)) C  X c „ ( ! V i i0 )  ( « )
In (94), xc"(p , <?, a) C LC// is defined as D G xc" (p , 9 , a) iff
Db" <C" {^(a,0,- r )A(s-a 1) I «0, « 1  e C7"0, a0 < a < a 1; [r, s] G (p, 9 )}. (95)
Recall that the covering relation was introduced in Lemma 2.15. In 
order to connect with the daseinisation arrow of Definition 3.3, we replace the 
context category C(A) by the category V(A), and replace ao < a < a\ in (95) 
by a0 < s a < s ai, where < s is the spectral order.
L em m a 3.6. Define uj =  (5t (a)c — p) A (q — 5°(a)c), where 5l(a)c and5l (a)c 
are the daseinisations of a, as in Subsection 3.1. Then D ^  {D^}  iff
D b G { D ( a o - r ) A ( s - a i ) I a0,«i e C sa,  a0 < s a < s ah [r, s] G (p,q)}. (96)
Proof. Call the set in (96) X  for convenience. If a0 < s a, then by defini­
tion a0 < s (5*(a)c, and if a <s a\ then a\ >s 5°(a)c- If [r, s] G (p,q) then 
-^(ao-r)A(s-ai) — ■ This proves that X  <\c {D%}■ In order to prove 
that D% X ,  it suffices to show that for e G Q+ small enough, there is 
a [r, s] G (p, q) such that
D u - e  <  D ( S i ( a ) c - r ) A ( S- S ° ( a ) c )- ( 9 7 )
Take e such that p + e < q — e. Taking r = p + e and s = q — e gives the desired 
inequality. □
This lemma may be used to simplify the covariant daseinisation map of [31]. 
For C C C ' C  C" we have
D f  G <5(a)^(t C' x (p, q))(C") iff D f  < c {£>(c; (a)0//_I,)A(i_<5<)(a)0//)}. (98)
Identifying with S* by Corollary 2.18, <5(a)^1('[' C' x (p, q)) corresponds with 
the following open set of
{ ( C " ,  A") G E | C " D  C' ,  X"(5i (a )c " )  > p,  A' ' (50(a,)C") < q}.  (99)
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As Si(a)c" <s S°(a)c" and the spectral order is coarser than the order <, the 
set in (99) is equal to
{(C",A") G E I C" D a ,  [,\"(5i (a)c») , \ ,,(S°(a)c»)] e 0 ,  «)}- (100) 
This is exactly the inverse image of f  C ' x (p, q) of the continuous function
5(a) : E* —» V(A) x HR, (C,X) —» (C,[X(5i (a)c ),X(5°(a)c)}), (101)
We recognize this as the external description of the daseinisation arrow 5(a) : 
E* —> IR given in Proposition 3.4. The daseinisation arrow of Definition 3.3 
simply follows from the daseinisation arrow of [31] by replacing the partial order 
< by the spectral order < s (and replacing C(A) by V(A) accordingly). Looking 
at Section 5.2 of [31], and in particular equation (54) and footnote 20, this close 
relation is not surprising.
3.3 C ontravariant D asein isation  M ap
In this subsection we study the contravariant counterpart of the covariant da­
seinisation arrow 5(a) : E^ —> IR.
In Subsection 3.1 it was shown that there is an outer daseinisation map 
5° : V(A) —> Oci]2 associating a proposition of the contravariant approach 
to each projection operator of A. This map has interesting properties, which 
are discussed in [26, Section 5]. There is also another daseinisation arrow in 
the contravariant approach. Before we define it, we first try to mimick the 
daseinisation map given at the end of the previous subsection. Let V(A) have 
the anti-Alexandrov topology, and give V(A) x  IR the product topology. The 
internal interval domain in the topos [V(A)op, Set] is externally described by 
the continuous projection Hi : V(A) x  IR —> V(A). Analogously to (83), consider 
the map
ƒ : E* —^ IR, (C,X) [A(<f(a)c ),A(<5°(a)c )]. (102)
Is this map continuous? If (C', A') G / _ 1 ( 4- C  x  (p,q )), then C  C  C  and 
[A((5®(a)c')> X(5°(a)c>)} G (p,q). Take any C" C  C' and consider (C",\ ' \c") .  It 
may very well be that
[ (A ' lc 'O ^ W c 'O ^ A 'Ic 'O ^ W c " )]  < ir [ A ' ^ H c ^ A W a O c v ) ] ,  (103)
where the subscript IR was added to remind the reader that in the partial order 
of IR we have [a, b\ < ir [c, d] whenever a < c and b > d. Hence there is no 
reason why (C", A'lc1") should be in f ~ 1(4- C x (p,q)), so that the map ƒ is 
not continuous and therefore does not define a locale map E* —> IR internal to 
[V(A)°P,Set],
Instead of the internal interval domain IR, the contravariant approach makes 
use of the presheaf R 0-. Let C  G V(A) be a context. A function ¡j, : (J. C) —> R 
is called o rder-p reserv ing  if for any C  C  C" we have ¡i(C') < n(C"). Denote 
the set of order preserving functions (J. C) —> R by OP(\. C, R ). A function 
v : (}, C) —y R is called o rder reversing  if whenever C  C  C" we have v (C )  >
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v(C"). Let 0R(4- C, R) be the set of such functions. We let p < v if for every 
C' G (4- C) we have p(C )  < v[C'). Define the presheaf R ^  by
R ^ ( C 7) =  | (j, G O P ( i C , R ) , v e  OR(iC,R),(j.  < i/}, (104)
R ^ ^ )  :R ^ ( C )  ^ R ^ ( C ' )  ( ^ ^ ( ^ c , , ^ , ) ,  (105)
where C, C' G V(A) and C' C  C. For a £ A, the daseinisation 5(a) : E  —>• R ^  
is given by
5(a)c (A) : C'  ^  (X(5i (a)c) ,  X(5°(a)C')). (106)
The reader may check that this is a well-defined natural transformation, or find 
a proof in [26].
Is it possible to see 5(a) as a locale map? In order to make sense of this 
question, R ^  should have the structure of a locale. We do this once again by 
considering the projection 7Ti : V(A) x HR —> V(A). We equip V(A) x HR with a 
different topology from the product topology, such that the projection remains 
continuous, and the internal frame 0(V(A)  x IR) can be identified with R 0-. 
For any C  G V( A), pick any (p, v) G R^(C’) and define U (p, v) C  V( A) x IR as 
follows: (C,  [r, s]) G U(fj,,v) if C' C  C (equivalently C' G dom(yu) =  dom(z/)), 
and 11.(0’) < r < s < v(C’). The reader may check that these sets, with varying 
C G V(A), form a basis for a topology. It is straightforward to check that the 
projection : V(A) x IR —> V(A) is continuous. Hence we obtain an internal 
locale with associated frame
Q(V(A) x IR)(C) =  Q(V(A) x IR )||cx ir- (107)
The value presheaf R ^  is a subobject of this presheaf, given by
i : R ^  ^  0(V(A)  x IR), ic(p, v) i—> U(¡a,, v). (108)
We return to the function ƒ from (102), but now taking values in V(A) x 
IR equipped with the new topology. If this function is continuous, then it 
defines an internal locale map E* —> V(A) x IR. Unfortunately, the function ƒ 
is not continuous as the reader may verify. Thus, we are still lacking a localic 
perspective on the contravariant daseinisation arrow 5(a) : E —> R 0", unlike the 
covariant approach.
3.4 T h e  O b se rv ab le  F u n c tio n s  a n d  A n to n y m o u s  F u n c tio n s
In this subsection we investigate the connection between the observable func­
tions and antonymous function [2 1 , 26], and the covariant daseinisation map of 
Definition 3.3.
Let A  be a von Neumann algebra, and C  G V(A). Let T c  denote the set of 
filters in V(C)?A We give T c  a topology O T c , by taking the following sets as 
a basis:
Ext(p) = {F  G T c  | p G F}, p G V(C).  (109)
24Recall th a t  F C 'P(C) is a  filter if th e  following th ree  conditions are  satisfied. Firstly, 
0 £ F.  Secondly, if p, q €  F,  then  p A q  €  F.  Thirdly, if p  €  F,  and  q >  p, th en  q €  F
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We combine the filter spaces into one ambient space, just like we did for the 
Gelfand spectra .25
D efinition 3.7. Define the set T  =  UceV(A) ^(C) .  Then T  is given the 
topology OF,  where IJ is open iff the following two conditions are satisfied:
1. VC G V(A), Uc  G OTc-
2- I f C  C C ,  F  G Uc and F'  G Fc> such that F'CYP(C) = F, then F'  G Uc>- 
The projection 7r : F  —>■ V(A) defines a locale F_ in [V(-A), Set],
Lem m a 3.8. The map
J  : E* —» J7, (C,A) ^  (C, f \ ) ,  (110)
where F\ = {p G V(C)  | A(p) = 1}; is continuous and injective and hence it 
defines an injective locale map E^ —>■ F_ in [V(-A), Set],
Proof. We only prove continuity of J , leaving the rest to the reader. Take 
U G OF.  We need to check that J ~ 1{U)C G OEc . First note that, J ~ 1{U)C = 
J ^ 1(Uc). Without loss of generality we assume that Uc = Ext(p). We find
J - \ E x t ( p ) ) c  =  {A G Ec | A(p) =  1}, (111)
which is open in Ec- Next, assume that A G J ~ 1(U)c, C C C', and A' G Ec' 
such that \ ' \ c  = A. From A G J ~ 1(U)c it follows that F\  G Uc- From \ ' \ c  = A 
it follows that Fy  fl V(C) = F\. By definition of OF,  we find Fy  G Uc >- We 
conclude that A' G J ~ 1(U)c', proving that J  is continuous. □
Now we introduce the antonymous functions and observable functions. Let 
Af  be a von Neumann algebra (read A  or C for Af), and let F(Af) denote the 
set of all filters in the projection lattice V(AF). Let a G Afsa, with spectrum 
<j{a) and spectral resolution {e“}r£R. Then the antonym ous function  9a IS 
defined by
g^f : F(JV) —> a (a), F  H* sup{r G R | 1 — e“ G F}. (H2)
The observable function  f;/ ' is defined as
ƒ ƒ  : F{N) a(a), F ^  inf{r G R | e“ G F}.  (113)
P ro position  3.9. Define the map
h ( a ) : F ^ m ,  h{a){C,F) = [g%{a)c{F) , f f 0{a)c{F)]. (114)
This map is continuous and defines a locale map F_ —>■ IR in [V(-A), Set],
2BNote th a t  th e  filters spaces T c  define a presheaf T  : V( , \ )0 |’ —> S e t ,  by T(C)  = T c  and 
for C C C '  th e  function T ( i c c '  ) : F c  is defined as F 1 M- F 1 fi V(C).
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Proof. We use the shorthand notation h for h(a). For (r, s) £ OTR we need to 
show that h r l (r, s) is open in T . If p £ V(C),  then (ti>) = {q £ V(C) \ q > p} 
is the smallest filter V(C)  containing p. If F  C F', then it follows from the 
definition of h that h(F) < ir h(F'). Consequently, if ( t  p) £ h~1(r,s)c then 
Ext(p ) C  /i_ 1 (r, s). We conclude that
|^J Ext(p) G h~l (r, s). (US)
( f p ) e h - 1 (r,s)
The next step is to show that if F £ /i_ 1 (r, s), then there exists a p  £ F  with 
the property ( t p )  £ h~1(r,s)c- If this is shown, then the inclusion of (126) 
becomes an equality. If F £ h r l (r,s), then r  < g g i ^ c (F) < f g i ^ c (F) < s. 
Define x = g % ^ c and y = f$0^ c and e =  l/2min(x — r, s — y). By definition 
y = inf{t £ R | e“ £ F}.  Choose any e\ < e such that e“+ei £ F. Similarly 
choose an eo <  e such that 1 — e“_eo £ F. Define p  = e“+ei A (1 — e“_eo). Note 
that
ey+ei) = V + £l < S’
9%{a)c (t (1 -  < - J )  = x - e 0 > r, (117)
h(fp )  >m h(f e“+ei), h (f ( 1  -  e“_ J ) .  (118)
We conclude that ( t p) £ h~l (r,s) and that F £ U(tp)eft.-i(r s) Ext(p). We 
have thus shown that h r 1(r,s)c  is open in Tc-  It remains to show that if 
F £ h~1(r,s)c, C C C  and F £ T c  is such that F'  n V(C) = F, then 
F' £ h r l (r, s)c > ■ This is easily checked and left to the reader. □
T heorem  3.10. The covariant daseinisation map 6(a) factors through T . In 
other words, the following triangle is commutative:
£* — T
h(a)
-5(a) \
IR
Proof. This follows from the identities
A (Si ( a ) c ) = g £ {a)o(Fx), A (6°(a)c ) = f ° (a)o(Fx). (119)
A proof of these identities is given in [21, Corollary 7, Corollary 9]. □
Now that we have shown the close relation between the covariant daseinisa­
tion map on one hand, and the observable functions and antonymous functions 
on the other, we conclude by showing how the observable and antonymous func­
tions can be of help in calculating the daseinisation arrow.
It is shown in [21] that
9%{a)c (Fx) =  9 a i t  a Fx), f ° {a)o (Fx) = t f ( U  FX), (1 2 0 )
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where ' [a F \  =  { p  G V(A) \ 3q G F\, p  > q}. This identity also follows from 
continuity of ha and the observation (^a Fa) fl V(C) = F\.
Combining (119) and (120), we obtain useful identities for calculating the 
daseinisation arrow, viz.
A(<f (a)c ) =  sup{r G R | 1 -  e“ G ( U  Fa)}, (121)
A(S°(a)c ) = inf{r G R | e“ G ( U  Fa)}- (122)
4 States and Truth Values
Our comparison would not be complete without a discussion of states and the 
way these states combined with propositions yield truth values. We start with 
a short discussion of state-related objects in the contravariant approach. Sub­
sequently, the states of the covariant approach are introduced. Using the da­
seinisation technique of the previous section, the pseudo-states from the con­
travariant approach are given a covariant counterpart. We end this section by 
studying some of the properties of these covariant pseudo-states.
4.1 C o n tra v a r ia n t A p p ro a ch
We start with state-related objects in the contravariant approach. By the 
Kochen-Specker theorem, the spectral presheaf typically does not have global 
points. Thus global points 1 -> S do not give a fruitful concept of state. Let 
A = B(TL), and let \ip) G % be a unit vector. We will associate two closely 
related objects to the vector \ip), namely the truth object and the pseudo­
state A more complete discussion of these objects may be found in [26, 
Section 6 ], [20].
In order to define it is convenient to first introduce the so-called o u te r 
p resheaf O : V(A)op —> Set. For C G V(A) we have 0(C) = V(C),  i.e. the set 
of projection operators in C. If C C C' we have 0(i) : V(C')  —> V(C)  given by 
P  i—y 5°(p)c- Each projection operator p G V(T-L) defines a global point 1 -> O 
of the outer presheaf by outer daseinisation S°(p), which at stage C picks the 
projection operator 5°(p)c- The truth object is a subobject of the outer 
presheaf, given by
= { p e  V { C ) I (V-lp\iP) =  1 } =  { p G  V(C)  I P > \tp)(tp\}. (123)
It is shown in [26] that there is a monic arrow O >—► OciYj. The truth object 
can be seen as a subobject of Oc;E, or, equivalently, as a point of P O c;S- 
The truth object has been defined for a vector state \ip), but there is also a 
generalization for mixed states [20], [19].
The point 6°(p) : I  —> O can also be viewed as an open closed subobject of 
the spectral presheaf as we have seen in Subsection 3.1. Thus it represents a 
proposition in the contravariant approach. Together with the truth object 
it forms the sentence S°(p)  G in the language of [V(A)op, Set]. A sentence
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is represented by a subobject of the terminal object 1 and hence is equivalent 
to a truth value 1 —>• £2. Recall that 0 .(C) is the set of sieves on C. At context 
C  the truth value is given by
v(5°(p) G T ^ ) c  =  { C "  G a  C )  I m ° ( p ) c > m  =  1} .  (124 )
The second state-related object is the sp eu d o -s ta te  This is a subob­
ject of the spectral presheaf, defined by
=  ô ° m m c  =  {A  G I X(S°( \ i p) ( ip\ ) c)  =  1} ,  (125 )
where \ip) {tp\ denotes the projection onto the ray C\ip). Consider once again 
S°(p)c- Now rather than seen as a point of the outer presheaf, it is seen as a 
subobject of the spectral presheaf, as in (66). Form the sentence Ç S°(p), 
whose associated truth value is
K w w  ç  5_°(p))c = { c  g a c )  i s ° m m c  < ¿ » c v } .  (1 2 6 )
P ro p o sitio n  4.1. Let A = B(H), and \ip) G be a unit vector. Then,
V cev(A ) v ( S° ( p )  e  t ' ^ ) c  =  i/(m W> ç  S ° ( p ) ) c ■ (127 )
Proof. The observation to make is that (i>\ô0(p)c\i!) =  1 iff IV’XV’I &°(p)c,
[26]. Suppose that C  G v(5°(p) G T ^ ) c ,  which is equivalent to C  lb S°(p) G 
This implies that S°(p)c> >s \ip)(tp\. By definition, <5°(|V’)(V’l)c' is the 
smallest projection operator in C  that is greater than \ip)(ip\. It follows that 
S°(p)c’ > <5°(|V’)(V’I) c  ■ Thus C  G z/(ro^ Ç  S°(p))c• Assume conversely 
that C' G v ( x ü ) ^  C  ô°(p))c, which is equivalent to C  lh Ç  S°(p). Then 
S°(p)c' > ^°(|V’)(V’l)c/ > IV1)(V’l- It is immediate that C'  G v(S°(p) G T ^ ) c -
□
In Subsection 4.3 we will define a covariant counterpart to the contravariant 
pseudostate and compare the truth values that this covariant pseudostate 
gives with the truth values obtained from the covariant states defined in Sub­
section 4.2.
4.2 C o v a r ian t A p p ro a ch
Now that we have recalled the contravariant state-related objects, and have seen 
how these can be combined with propositions to give truth values, we move to 
the states of the covariant approach. We only present a short discussion of the 
subject. A more complete treatment can be found in [31, Section 4].
In the covariant approach a state is described by a probability valuation on 
the spectrum
D efinition 4.2. Let X  be a locale, and let [0,1]; be the set of lower reals between
0 and 1. A probability valuation on X  is a monotone map ¡a : O X  —> [0,1]; 
satisfying the following conditions. Let U, V  G O X  and {U\}xei  O X  be a 
directed subset. Then
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• p(0) = 0, p{l) = I,
• p{U) + p{V) =  p{U A 1/) + p(U  V V),
• M(Vag/ U\) = V xei KU x).
Because of the Gelfand-Naimark theorem we can assume without loss of 
generality that the C*-algebra A is a subalgebra of some B(T-L). A unit vector 
| tp) G TL defines a state on A  (in the sense of a positive normalized linear 
functional) by p^ : A —> C, p^(a) =  (ip\a\ip). A state p^ : A —> C  defines a 
probability integral : A sa —> R, on the Bohrification A  [31, Definition 10, 
Theorem 14]. By the generalized Riesz-Markov Theorem, [17, 31], probability 
integrals I  : A sa —> R  correspond to probability valuations p : OYjA —> [0,1] . 
In this way, any unit vector \ip) G TL gives rise to a probability valuation p^ on
Before we explore what probability valuations on EU l°°k like externally, we 
first explain how these valuations combine with propositions, giving truth values. 
As before, identify the internal spectrum EA with the locale E*. The lower reals 
[0,1] in [C(A), Set] are given by [0,1];(C') =  L{\ C, [0,1]), [14, Appendix A.3], 
where the right-hand side stands for the set of lower semicontinuous functions 
( î C) —> [0,1]. A function ƒ  : (f C) -> [0,1] is lower semicontinuous iff it is 
order-preserving: if C  Ç C' then f(C ) < f(C ') .
Let le  '-t C  [0,1] denote the function that is constantly 1. Define
1; : OH* [0; l]fi {h,c){U) =  lc- (128)
Let p  : OE* —> [0,1] be a probability valuation on E*. Using the internal 
language of [C(A), Set], we form the arrow
[M =  : OE* ^  a  (129)
Any open U G O E* yields a point U_ : 1 —,> OE^. For any probability valuation 
p  on the spectrum of A  and any proposition U G OE*, we obtain a truth value
[KLL) = JJ = [/f = I;] ° U. ■ I  —;► Ü- (130)
A probability valuation p is completely determined by p =  p . Interpreting 
Definition 4.2 in [C(A), Set], we obtain the following proposition.
Proposition 4.3. Let OP(C(A), [0,1]) denote the set of order-preserving func­
tions C(A) —> [0, 1], Then a function p : O E* —> OP(C(A), [0, 1]) defines a 
probability valuation p on OE* by pc =  p, iff the following four conditions are 
satisfied for all C  G C(A):
1. I f  U ,V G OE*; such that U Ç V, then p{U){C) < p{V){C).
2. p ( ^ ) (C )  =  1, p(0)(C) = 0 .
3. I f  U ,V G OE*; then
p (u ) (c ) + p(v)(c) = p(u n v){c) + p(u u v){c). (131)
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i  v m  iei C  OS* is a directed set, then
H (C) =  sup{/i(Ui)(C) \ i G I} . (132)
Proof. The proposition follows from Definition 4.2 by applying sheaf semantics 
[43, Section VI.7]. For the reader unfamiliar with sheaf semantics, we prove 
part of the proposition by showing that (1) of Proposition 4.3 follows from 
monotonicity of the valuation ¡j : 0E* —> [0,1] . By monotonicity we have for 
every C  G V(A)
C  lb W , V  G OS* ( U < v ^  /£(£ƒ) < p(V))
Applying the rules of sheaf semantics this is equivalent to: for every C  G V(A) 
and any U, V  G OT,*\fc, if U Ç 7 ,  then /x (C/) < p (V). From naturality of ¡j,
Property (1) of Proposition 4.3 follows from combining these observations. □
We will call functions ¡j, : OS* —> OP(C(A), [0,1]), satisfying the conditions 
of Proposition 4.3, covariant states. We would like to define a covariant state 
from a unit vector \ip) G TL. An obvious definition would be
where B^ =  {{C',X') \ C ' G ( t  C),\'(a) >  0}, and a G C +. and 0,1 do not 
denote numbers but constant functions C(A) —>■ [0,1], However, this is not a 
good choice because using only constant functions for ¡i^(U) : C(A) —>■ [0,1] has 
the following undesirable consequences.
Let p  be a covariant state such that for every U G OS*, n(U) is a constant 
function. Assume that C  is an element of the truth value KmGZ) =  —i )c* i • 
This translates to /i,(U\fc)\fc =  1 c- Because of monotonicity (property (1) 
of Proposition 4.3), and using that ¡i(U) is constant, we find n(U) =  lc-i- 
We conclude that C • 1 G v(n(l7) =  l;)c  i- In short, for every U G OS* we 
find =  l;)c  l G {0,C(A)}. Hence a proposition is either true at every
stage C  or at no stage C. On a related note, suppose that we replace the 
lower reals [0,1]; in Definition 4.2 by the Dedekind reals [0,1] .^ This amounts 
to replacing the lower semicontinuous sunctions (t C) —> [0,1] by continuous 
functions (t C) —> [0,1]. This in turn amounts to replacing order preserving 
functions (t C) —> [0,1] by constant functions (t C) —> [0,1]. Replacing lower 
reals by Dedekind reals thus entails that 7) =  l;)c-i G {0,C(^4)}. Hence,
we know
ŸueOst\tc (U )= t i c i (U)\f c.
Note that
O c(u ) =  Oc(V) ** Vc,e(to) p c {U){C) < p c {V){C).
(133)
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in the definition of covariant states we will use the additional freedom given by 
the lower reals, by considering non-constant functions for p(U) : C(A) —>• [0,1].
Next, we prepare for the definition of the covariant state defined by a unit 
vector | ip). This covariant state ¡j,^ will be the external description of the internal 
probability valuation on EA, obtained by applying the generalized Riesz-Markov 
theorem to the internal state 1^ : A sa —> R .26
Take any context C  G C(A) and note that by the generalized Riesz-Markov 
Theorem, the state
P^p '■ Csa y C, a i y (134)
defines a probability valuation
: O E c [0,1], / ^ ( X f  ) =  sup{,9^(n • a A 1) | n  G N}. (135)
Here we take a G C + and recall that X % =  {A G Ec | A (a) >0}. It is easy to 
see that
Proposition 4.4. Define the map
: OE* —» OP(C(A), [0,1]), (H (U ) ( C ) = ^ ( U c ) .  (137)
In  particular,
„ (Rc v r ^ - i  1 G ( t  C )  and {ip\a\ip) >  0
o *ƒ C' £  (t C) or (rtp\a\rtp) =  0 ' 1 j
Then ^  defines a covariant state.
Proof. In order to prove that ¡j,^  defines a covariant state, we need to show 
that it satisfies the conditions of Proposition 4.3. With the sole exception of 
p~4,(U) : C(A) —>• [0,1] being order preserving, all conditions are immediate, as 
the maps /j,^ define probability valuations on the spectra OY*c. Showing that 
p~4,(U) is order-preserving is left to the reader. □
4.3 Covariant Pseudostates
Using the covariant version of daseinisation presented in Subsection 3.2, we 
introduce a covariant counterpart to the pseudostates of Subsection 4.1. A 
pseudostate together with a proposition yields a truth value, and we can com­
pare this with the truth value obtained by using the covariant state ¡j,^ of the 
previous subsection. In order to use the daseinisation technique we restrict C(A) 
to its subset V(A) of von Neumann algebras. Define
Ww> =  [IV’XV’I =  1] ; (139)
=  {A G Ec | A(<f (IV’XV’Dc) =  1 and A(<S°(|V’XV’l)c) =  1}- (140)
26See also [31], in particular page 96, just below equation (61).
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As Sl(\tp) (tpI)c <  3°(\tp) (tp\)c, this simplifies to
=  { A  G | A (<5i ( |V ') (V ’ | ) c )  =  ! } • (141)
Compare this to the contravariant pseudostate (125). The inner daseinisation of 
a one-dimensional projection is rather simple. If \ip) {tp\ G C, then S'1 (\ip) (ip\)c =  
\ip)(ip\, whereas if \ip) (rtp\ £ C, then S1 (\4>) (4>\)c =  0. Let C(\ip)(ip\) be the 
context generated by \ip)(ip\, and let x\ip) '■ ^Itc'dV’XV’l) -> 2 be the Gelfand 
transform of \ip)(ip\, as in (63). It is easy to check that ro ^  =  x ^ il)-  
The open ro ^  G OS*, defines an internal open ro.1^  by
U_)c at stage C  is given by: C' G v{vo^^ Ç  U_)c iff C  D C , and every context 
C "  D C ' such that \ip) (rtp| G C "  satisfies the condition that if (\ip) (ip\) =  1, 
then A" G Uc»- Can we obtain the same truth values using the covariant states 
of Subsection 4.2?
Proposition 4.5. The map ¡j^  : OS* —> OP(V(A), [0,1]) defined as
satisfies conditions (1), (3) and (4) in Proposition 4-3 for a covariant state.
satisfies (3) of Lemma 4.3, we consider the case that /if^(U)(C) =  /if^(V)(C) =  0 
and that there is a E  G (f C) such that |'*/’}('*/’I G E. By definition of ¡j^  there 
exist contexts C ',C "  G ( t  C) such that \ip)(ip\ G C ',C " , and ^  Uc,
X ^ ^  $£ V c  ■ Let D  G (f C) be the commutative C*-algebra generated by C  
and \ip)(ip\. Then D  is the smallest context satisfying D  G (f C) and \ip)(ip\ G D. 
We find X ^ )w  <£ U D  U VD . This is because D  C  C ',C "  and X ^ )W  C  U D
implies X ^ )W  C  UC", whilst X ^ )(,^ C  VD implies X ^ ')(,^ C  VC" ■ We conclude 
that ^ ( U  V V ) ( C)  =0 .
For the proof that ¡j^  satisfies (4) of Lemma 4.3, let {?/*}*£/ C  OS* be 
directed, and assume that /x^(U*i7j)(C') =  1. Also assume that there is a context 
C' G (t C) such that |'*/’}('*/’I G C . Then let, as before D, be the smallest such 
context. By assumption, C  U 6/ Ui^o- Take for every A G X ^ ^
an open neighborhood V\ small enough, such that for * G /  sufficiently large 
V\ Q Ui,D- The open and closed set X ^ (^  is the union of these V\ and by 
compactness of Sc we only need a finite number of V\. By directedness, we 
find that for i G /  sufficiently large X ^ ^  C  U ^ .  This demonstrates that
m c>(* )=  ] J  to1# .  (142)
ce fc
Let U_ : 1 —>• S* be any covariant proposition. Then the truth value z/(ro^ C
(143)
Proof. Most of the proof is easy and is left to the reader. For the proof that
SUP { ^ (U i) (C )  | i G 1} =  1. □
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Proposition 4.6. For every C  G V(A) and every U G OS*
=  h h  =  C U )C. (144)
The truth values coincide, but p^ is not quite a covariant state. Let C G 
V (A) be any context containing an element that does not commute with |^)(^|. 
Then a map p : OS* ^  OP(V (A), [0,1]) can only yield the same truth values 
as the covariant pseudostate if /x(0)|fc is constantly equal to 1. Hence 
such a map p is not a covariant state for the same reason that p^ is not a 
covariant state. We conclude that covariant pseudostates and covariant states 
yield different truth values.
5 C onclusion
We have compared contravariant quantum logic with covariant quantum logic, 
and mainly did so by relating concepts of one approach to the other and vice 
versa. This turned out to be especially fruitful for the covariant approach. For 
example, Corollary 2.18 gives an explicit description of the internal spectrum 
of A, which is of interest regardless of the comparison to the contravariant 
approach. The new, more explicit locale S* was subsequently used to help 
simplify the external description of both the daseinisation map (Definition 3.3) 
and the covariant states (Proposition 4.3).
The covariant daseinisation map (Definition 3.3) and the corresponding ele­
mentary propositions (Definition 3.5) have now been simplified using the dasein­
isation of self-adjoint operators used in the contravariant approach. The price 
to pay for these simple expressions is the restriction from unital C*-algebras 
in the covariant approach to von Neumann algebras. In Subsection 3.4 it was 
shown (Theorem 3.10) that the covariant daseinisation map is closely connected 
to the observable functions and the antonymous functions of the contravariant 
approach.
The pseudostates of the contravariant approach (125) were introduced in the 
covariant approach and were subsequently compared with the covariant states. 
At the end of Subsection 4.3 we demonstrated that covariant pseudo-states yield 
truth values that differ from the truth values obtained from covariant states.
Applying constructions from the covariant approach to the contravariant 
approach turned out to be more difficult. The main obstacle lies in the extensive 
use of the internal language of the topos [C(A), Set] in the covariant approach. 
In the contravariant approach the semantics of the topos [V(A)op, Set], seen as a 
Kripke model, seems to be incompatible with the coarse-graining motivation of 
this approach (see the discussion that follows Corollary 2.10). In Subsection 2.1 
it was shown that the complete Heyting algebra of propositions Oc;S defines a 
locale internal to [V(A)op, Set]. This internal locale turned out to be nonregular 
(Corollary 2.10), hence is very different from the locale S*.
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